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FIELD ENGINE ? 

S 

If you were called upon to design a oS ae) 
gas, Diesel or steam engine for oil yy) x er 
field work how would you support the aS \ oS ine Wh 
crank shaft? If you knew your bear- ae ; sy ‘ 

ings you wouldn’t have to think twice. 0 on ie 
You would do as most of the leading a7 Ss ; 
engine builders do; you would mount SI 

the crank shaft on TIMKEN Tapered WU), 
Roller Bearings—single or double, 

according to the length of the shaft “Hi a \ mia a 
and the H.P. of the engine. YM a \ \ * y) 

a \_ + Vee Ne Nee 

This would assure a smoothly- cig ee aes \ elm 
operating engine that would transmit \ ‘ eo oe Ss 
its maximum power rating to the job, iy A Lami \ eo + SS 
for main bearing friction would be xs . U3 
eliminated. Full protection against Ss 
both radial and thrust loads would be 

assured. Wear on the ends of the crank 

shaft would be prevented because all move- 
ment takes place within the TIMKEN Bearing 
itself. Main bearings would seldom, if ever, have 

to be replaced on account of wear. Crank shaft 

alignment would be maintained indefinitely. 

You can learn a lot more about crank shaft 
bearings and many other applications by study- I M KEN 
ing the Timken Reference Manual. We will 
gladly send you a copy. Write for it. Know TAPERED ROLLER BEARINGS 
your bearings—be a better engineer, 

Manufacturers of TIMKEN Tapered Roller Bearings 

for automobiles, motor trucks, railroad cars and THE TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING locomotives and all kinds of industrial machinery: 
TIMKEN Alloy Steels and Carbon and Alloy Seam- 

C 0 M P A N Y 5 ¢ A N T 0 N 5 0 H I 0 less Tubing; and TIMKEN Rock Bits.
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e ramparts Wwe ould... 

aa Ae Se in materials and to release metals Plastic parts for aircraft, includ- 

ee * ese needed for other defense projects, ing Micarta pulleys and fair leads 

e / voce RN i ies substitute materials committees to guide the control wires inside 

: { ayes 5 iC) ez hs have been organized in every West- planes. 

ae eC; ; . . 
EO rae al inghouse plant to find ways to make Radio sending and receiving ap- 

be A y | Nigseee4 =—suse of new materials wherever pos- _paratus. 

1 = malt ges | sible. One result: our Merchandis- Lighti tems for airports and 

ie oy ee | ~ ~—=sCing Division alone has found ways 18 Ane SYS ems !101 "air Ports:an 

ee Pee ee ye) _ seadrome lights capable of convert- 
De Te to save 1,500,000 pounds of alumi- : A 

ee i ig : ing open waterways into landing 

. KN Wii eee num out of next year’s manufac- frases for-seaplanes 

ra | Ye 1m L turing schedule. That’s enough to < SERPIAneS: 
y oe) rae gags aero build 130 Army bombers. Now at work on propulsion 

Bo te = ae equipment for more than 100 
fie ee eee Many things we are making for Navy ships is the Westinghouse 

ae “4 = the Navy, Army, and defense in- Steam Division plant at South 

dustries are military secrets, but Philadelphia. 

AN $ OUR COUNTRY moves through — we can mention: Driving gear for 80 merchant ves- 

perilous world events, national Parts for control units on anti- sels also is being made at this plant. 

defense is uppermost in our minds. aircraft guns. Resides helping to build fi 

Is defense production fast enough? : a ® esides helping to build our first 

Tg Agiedean iadusuy turing out Special land, sea, and air radio fines of defense Westinghouse 

the goods? How are American en- equipmentdar the Arty end Navy. is supplying power equipment 

gineers and production men meet- High-speed X-ray equipment, ca- _ urgently needed for the speed- 

ing defense problems? pable of examining soldiers at the UP of its own and other defense 

rate of one a minute. industries. 

Here's how matters stand at Army binoculars. Our East Pittsburgh Works this 

Westinghouse: Fluorescent lamps for “blackout” year will double its 1940 produc- 

We are engaged in building more _ plants and others. tion of generating equipment. 

hen ee ieee equip Secondary networks for defense The Generator Division com- 

onan on fe ke aa tense on plants. These are systems of power pleted this year the three largest 
ror ° our ve ‘ae more “ = circuits and equipment so arranged water-wheel generators in the world 

a ° ie ense er cece fs 500 that if one part of the factory is de- —108,000 kilovolt-ampere giants 

‘ve th se se ae ee ~ d ? stroyed, current will continue to be for Grand Coulee. 

ne 000 ren tise boferen: a available in all undamaged sections. The Motor Division will produce 

> y . ; . enough motors in 1941 to develop 

and the end of 1941. Some of the things we’re making 2,660,000 horsepower; enough pow- 

Every one of the Company’s 26 for air defense are: er to ‘drive all the aaron a 50 

manufacturing divisions is working Special meters and instruments steel mills. Majority of these motors 

on national defense projects; most for Army airplanes. will be driving machinery for defense. 

of them on a three-shift basis. Lightweight generators and volt- ——q“ 

Employment is at an all-time ageregulatorstosupply andcontrol =Tpjs, in outline, is the way the 
. . : 4 

peak of 75,000, a gain of more than _ electric power in Army planes. Westinghouse Company and 

25,000 SICE @ YCar Ago. One in three Bomb fuses, now being turned Westinghouse engineers are do- 

Westinghouse employees is new. out at a high rate. Production will ing their share in national 

To avoid delays due to shortages be doubled again in a few weeks. defense. 

sea e 

1% ("Westinghouse 0— 4 Pp f 

Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Co., Pittsburgh, Pa. 
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" + 5 t No smell, noise, jolt, etc... 

(or 
= pp 

__ A ieeetl "Positively the most perfect 
(EL// machine on the market" was 

aa (aie fu i A the manufacturer’s descrip- 
— le — a tion of this horseless car— ce Al'all iia Ai IY = riage in 1900. And only the 

ee | | ] | iy TAT hy pw = ~—s rich could afford such per- 
i Hi ut | | Hi, WA a fection. Parts were finished 7 ap illite —S Ul Hi Pee by hand. Interchangeability 

7 VC SOTA VWI wart yy JR of parts was unheard of. Then 
fA\V ZAIN \_} Ss — AN a / TKS XS came man-made abrasives such (eS ee | | | S74 Af kN as "Carborundum", and later NF Sar ie ARN HOY, [Sve "Aloxite", to help bri bi W774! RSC ae \ Si | Peso 7 we ne P bring about NK | WSS ARS |) WX Ae the mass production that has QIN } \W\ aK \“ INAS y a WT CI N made available to everybody <A SAAS \ yw that miracle of transportation— Sen aA the modern American car. 

The use of man-made abrasives made it possible Poges| a WH -N to finish parts to uniformly close limits of  . ea } Va Po >. accuracy. Interchangeable crankshafts, cams, any Bol Ze cylinders, pistons, gears could be produced ae 3 it, oe gh TG ay 
in quantity for instant assembly. Better— Se i) mo Ba we built cars became available at new low prices. RN ie ah a ld a. And the same mass production methods extended aN a i) t pie Fh 1) to other products have helped bring us a new ie a re n standard of living. ST ke Se Ot 

ee see A aye 

PE ag 

N 4 ee 

is les ‘ a. am, fi A leader in the advancement of grinding, 
ON FP Carborundum now supplies abrasive prod— 

| & / Poy N oe OS ucts for obtaining finishes of unbelievable 
s Aye Peet : | accuracy. No matter what type of industry 
gS ch j a. A te, 4 you may be identified with after gradua— 

4 Aodh o oo j os tion, you will find it profitable to use ‘ : By go ee i fo Carborundum engineering experience. The q (| ‘eo, Le y a Carborundum Company, Niagara Falls, N. Y. ; 4 Wea PO ey 
{ee me 

F, a * pcs esa tS SISO TSIEN TOOL 

A CARBORUNDUM | 
Le eh: GREE ae 

and indicate manufacture by The Garborundum Company, < 2 we 
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Eee. 

This J. wa d4ue... 
Homer J. SCHNEIDER 

Editor Your magazine went subjective this month 

2 a xamined engineering as a profession. 
Joun R. Erwin Harvey A. ScHLintz ind aan d e . i Bee i ; 

Associate Editor Business Manager engineering lucation, anc the engineering 

societies. We hope the subject isn’t boring—it 

e is your future. 

The first of a series of introductions to engi- 

EDITORIAL STAFF neering department heads appears on page 5. 

JEROME BAIRD min'43 BLAKE WHEELER e'42_ GALE FROEMMING e’43 This is the chemicals’ month, so Professor R. 
Editorial Assistant Engineers in the News ALVIN LOEFFLER m’44 A. Ragatz, new chairman of the chem engi- 
HERB BLOCKI m’43 ROGER ROBBINS e'42 ine’ d at, ll ke hat’s h: 

Feature Editor Static DONALD NILES m’44 neering department, lets us know what's hap- 
ROY McINTOSH min’42 HUGO LOCEMANN e442 RALPH BAUER m’44 pening in the chem engineering building. 

Note: hotographer Seen INGE 4s : oo e 
BOB DIEHL e°43 BOB SHORT min’42 ALFRED INGERSOLL ¢'42 Plastics are the topic in many chemical 
Campus News ARNE LARSON m’43 BILL GEHRKE eh'42 circles today. On page 6 Bill Gehrke begins 

an easy-to-read survey of modern plastics. Why 

2 let phenols, polystyrene, polyvinyl, and co. 

stop you... 

BUSINESS STAFF Please don’t skip by the next article, “Mathe- 
FRED TEUSHER m’43 CARL WULFF m’42 matical Bridges.” Author Specht was a bril- 

vereieh 2 Ci ion Manage i ‘ 
Advertising Manager Circulation Manager liant math instructor here the last few years and 

WALTER SPIEGEL ch’43. EUGENE PERCHONIK m’42 HENRY GEISLER m’43 tells an enthralling story of three mysterious 
Campus Circulation Outside Circulation Alumni Circulation : 

so pen . numbers on page 8. Here’s a chance to use 
ROBERT DAANE m’43 HAROLD FISCHER m’43. JOHN CALDWELL ch’44 h : : : 
BILL LEFFINGWELL m’44_ WARREN BEYER ch’43 ORVAL SCHROEDER m’43 your mathematical education for reading en- 

DON CALDWELL ch’44 ART PETSCHEL ch’43 joyment. 

a Remember “Is Engineering a Profession?” in 
last month’s ENGINEER, in which a lawyer 
said no? This issue carries a reply — “The 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS Qualities of a Profession,” on page 10, which 
J. B. KOMMERS, Chairman defends our professional status. 

W. K. NEILL, Adv. J. F. OESTERLE K. F, WENDT For each initiation Tau Beta Pi, engineering 
P, H. HYLAND R. A. RAGATZ H, J. SCHNEIDER val € Phi Beta K ‘ 
L. C. LARSON L. F. VAN HAGEN H. A. SCHLINTZ equivalent o} i Beta Kappa, requires essays 

from its pledges. On page 12 is the best essay 

—————— from the spring initiation—‘Is an Engineer 
Educated?” by Alfred Ingersoll. 

MEMBER OF ENGINEERING COLLEGE MAGAZINES On the next page Professor Jesse B. Kom- 

ASSOCIATED mers recalls the misspent days of his youth. 
It is encouraging to think that even our profes- 

PROF. H. C. RICHARDSON, National Chairman i : . 
sors stayed up mornings doing mechanics 

University or Minnesora bl 
Minneapolis, Minnesota PEOOIEMS 95:01: 

Arkansas Engineer Michigan Technic Oregon State Technical Record _ Specially featured this month are the profes- 
Colorado Engineer Minnesota Techno-Log Pennsylvania Triangle sional engineering societies. Starting on page 

Cornell Engineer Missouri Engineer Purdue Engineer “oti « cocieti. ; 
Drexel Technical Journal Nebraska Blue Print Rose Technic 14 are the descriptions of the six societies with 

Illinois Technograph North Dakota Engineer Tech Engineering News all pertinent information as gathered by Blake 

Towa Engineer North Dakota State Engineer Villanova State Engineer i 
Iowa Transit N. Y. U. Quadrangle Washington State Engincer Wheeler. Every student engineer, should at 

Kansas Engineer Ohio State Engineer Wayne Engineer least read about his own society. 
Kansas State Engineer Oklahoma State Engineer Wisconsin Engineer . . 
Marquette Engineer : Pelygon Board decided with the approval of 

National Advertising Representative most anyone involved not to hold an exposition 

Lrrrent-Murray-Barnimt, INc. . : 
this year. Read on page 16 what various stu- 

101 Park Ave., New York i . ‘ 
dents think should be done this year as a spring 

e activity .. . something to get our minds off the 
lawyers... 

Any article herein may be reprinted provided due credit is given. 

Entered as second class matter September 26, 1910, at the Post Office at Madison, Past the center of the magazine are the regu- 

Wisconsin, under the Act of March 3, 1879. Acceptance for mailing at a special rate lar monthly features — Campus News, Alumni 
of postage provided for in Section 1103, Act of Oct. 3, 1917, authorized Oct. 21, 1918. Notes, and Static. And we do mean Static. 

s The chemicals had the cover this month, with 

. ‘ . * . a picture of a student making a cobalt analysis. 
Published monthly from October to May inclusive by the Wisconsin P a Se m 

. . . . . . Next month it’s the civils’ turn to grace our 

Engineering Journal Assn., 356 Mechanical Engineering Bldg., Madison pages 

e The frontispiece, by courtesy of the Allis- 

sibsctision. DE Chalmers Electrical Review, shows a new high 

ubscription E'rices capacity oil circuit breaker receiving a final 

$1.00 PER YEAR. SINGLE COPY 15c check-up. 
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7 a. 
Ge ae) The department-of-the-month ... 

Ly CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 

er” S ioe Chairman, Chemical Engineering 

HEMICAL ENGINEERING is the ing, which up to that time had been occupied by 

youngest of the five major branches the Department of Chemistry. After a number of 

of engineering. Its growth was slow years, Applied Electrochemistry was discontinued 

during the first twenty years of the as a separate option, though some instruction in 

present century because of the relative unimpor- that field was given and still is being given to all 

tance of the chemical industry in our national students enrolled in Chemical Engineering. 

economy. The first World War furnished a pow- Under the leadership of Professors Burgess, 

erful stimulus to the chemical industry, both be- Kowalke, and Hougen, the Department of Chem- 

cause of the heavy demand for explosives and ical Engineering achieved and maintained a good 

because of the cutting off of the supply of im- standing amongst the schools of Chemical Engi- 

portant chemical materials from foreign sources. neering in the United States. When the Ameri- 

In the post-war years, instead of the decline can Institute of Chemical Engineers instituted its 

which might have been expected, a continuous accrediting program a number of years ago, the 

and healthy growth occurred. This took place University of Wisconsin was placed on the accred- 

largely because of the vision and foresight of ited list and has remained there continuously. 

corporations which pursued a policy of investing The graduates of the department have been suc- 

for the future by underwriting a large-scale pro- cessful and have established an excellent reputa- 

, gram of research. The increased importance of tion of accomplishment in the chemical industry. 

the chemical industry in the post-war years re- An increasing emphasis, though not to the detri- 

sulted in a great demand for men trained in the ment of undergraduate instruction, is being placed 

field of chemistry, and this brought about an in- upon graduate study and research. The Depart- 

crease in enrollment in the departments of Chem- ment of Chemical Engineering was fortunate in 

ical Engineering throughout the country. The securing a grant of $10,000 per year for a period 

situation at the University of Wisconsin paral- of ten years from the Wisconsin Alumni Research 

leled the nation-wide trend. While the Chemical Foundation, and this will make it possible to con- 

Engineering Department ranked fourth for many duct a more extensive program of research in the 

years from the standpoint of enrollment, it now coming years. In order to get the program of re- 

holds second place, and is exceeded only by the search off to an effective start, Professor O. A. 

Department of Mechanical Engineering. Hougen was appointed to hold a Research Pro- 

The present course in Chemical Engineering at fessorship for a period of two years, and at pres- 

the University of Wisconsin is the outgrowth of — ent, he is devoting most of his time to organizing 

a four year course in Applied Electrochemistry the various research projects that are being fi- 

which was given under the jurisdiction of the nanced by the grant. The Department of Chem- 

Electrical Engineer- _ ical Engineering is 

ing Department. Un- a Al severely cramped for 

der the guidance of \ yy Lm gs “ space at the present 

Professor C. F. Bur- s | Ve fat T Se time, and difficulty is 

gess, an independent | \\ . Af : fw being experienced in 

department was ot- 4 | lh . ig 2 |. providing adequate 

ganized in which op- -— lA Sa we e . space for the in- 

tions in Chemical ¢ iS i gy — | po 4 _ creased undergradu- 

Engineering and Ap- y! mY xy i oa : f i ! ae - ate enrollment and 

plied Electrochemis- fet Ki ie i y ee so for the enlarged pro- 

try were offered. bees), u te 4 a gram of research. It 

Adequate quarters re 4 tk fF | is hoped that ade- 

for the new depart- i | “oe quate quarters will 

ment were secured i bbe. pia be provided by ap- 

by moving into the ag] Prec 2 IK © es propriations made at 

present Chemical ——= _ linia Been = BEE . the next session of 

Engineering Build- Chemical Engineering Building the legislature. 
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hy, Willard Gehrke, ch'42 

JHE recent shortages of certain metals and the de- The phenol may be either phenol itself, cresols, xyle- 
T mand for speed in production has focused the atten- nols, etc., while instead of formaldehyde may be used 

tion of the world upon “Plastics.” The magic of other aldehydes or ketones. Catalysts may be used that 
the words Plastics and Synthetic Resins has fired the change the nature of the reaction, and the degree of 
imagination and is held by many as being the solution to polymerization. Added to these variables are the effects 
our present metal shortages. Even the Office of Produc- achieved by changing the filler and pigment used—a 
tion Management has requested that plastics be substi- finished molding powder is usually about 50 per cent resin 
tuted wherever possible for strategically important metals and the remainder being filler and pigment. The wise 
such as aluminum and magnesium. However, it is well to manipulation of these variables has resulted in the devel- 
remember that plastics are not universal substitutes. They opment of many different types of phenolic molding 
will be used only when and where they can do a job materials; a few of which are heat resistant, high impact, 
equally well or even better than the present materials high dielectric, moisture resistant, and acid and alkali 
doing the job; whether the material be metal, glass, stone, resistant. 
or wood. Fortunately we as yet acccept only those things Some of the uses of this plastic are found in radio cabi- 
that are economically sound, and only when plastics have nets, telephone receivers, adding machine cases, camera 
proven themselves either chemically, physically, or eco- cases, impregnating materials for electric windings, ply- 
nomically will they replace metals or any other material. woods, etc. Prices range from 12 to 60 cents a pound. 
Tremendous strides have been made in the plastic Henry Ford’s plastic car that his men have been devel- 

industry since its birth but a scant thirty years ago. Until oping for the past 12 years has a phenolic resin base. 
recently the industry was growing at the rate of 30% a Ford, however, uses 70 per cent filler which he obtains 
year. Materials that existed during the last war have been from cotton, wheat, corn, and soybeans. The use of this 
greatly improved through chemical research and better plastic has reduced the weight of the car from 3000 to 
production methods. A whole host of new materials have 2000 pounds, and is claimed to be superior to steel in 
been developed with a wide range of properties and char- everything but tensile strength. In fact, the plastic is said 
acteristics. Designing en- to have ten times the im- 
gineers are fast becom- i te pact strength of steel. A 
ing conscious of the spe- : a mt a favorite publicity stunt 
cific properties which ” a -*= a of Ford’s is to make sev- 
plastics make available, ae ge ae . eral sharp blows with an 
and are applying them ace “ Corer J ax at the plastic rear 
successfuly. ager é Pree ” a deck cover of his car, 

Plastics are usually tine — & if —_— , me” ie without causing any ap- 
classified according to al fos ee sw he parent damage. Due to 
the synthetic resin base ce ee fie co ea a | the low tensile strength 
used in its manufacture; et af ie L oe = a ae of the plastic the frame- 
such as phenolic, cellu- ae Se ge Cay wile work of the car is made 
lose acetate, cellulose ni- e Re eo hes y of tubular steel, with a 
trate, polystyrene, polyvi- . Che, oe body of 14 plastic panels 

oe ha 
* nyl acetate, and urea. No Ke roe _ fastened to it. Even the 

attempt is made here to | “4 cae Be | windows will be made of 
discuss in detail all the <. r | a crystal clear plastic, not 
different types of plas- es. 2 ‘phenolic base, however. 
tics, but rather to present Belts of elasticized Vinylite . . .one of the countless Ford hopes for limited 
some of the more inter- applications of plastics. . . production by 1943. This ‘ —Courtesy Industrial and Engineering Chemistry . esting and common ones. coming year the Ford 

Phenolic Resins are important both from the standpoint Company is building four plastic autos for road tests. 
of total weight produced and in the versatility of the Cellulose nitrate is one of the oldest plastic materials 
product. The resin is formed in large vacuum kettles on the market. However, it has not been faring very well 
according to the reaction. in recent years, losing out to newer materials because of 

C:H>OH ++ HCHO . its flammability. Production reached a peak in 1923 and ——>_ Resin : . Phenol Formaldehyde since then has been dropping off. Some uses at the pres- 
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ent time are for combs, fountain pens, and as a base in ——eouwao ee 

nitrocellulose lacquer coating. During the present emergency much has been 

The development of cellulose acetate rapidly replaced heard about substituting plastics for strategically 

the nitrate in many applications, because of its superior important metals. However, plastics should not 

color stability and because it is not inflammable. The be regarded as mere subsitute material. Many 

acetate is obtained from cotton linters by reacting with such substitutes made during the present emer- 

acetic acid and anhydride and hydrolyzing. If a mixture gency will be permanent, for plastics are fre- 

of acetic acid and butyric acid is used, a product called quently superior. There are no less than 12 sepa- 

cellulose aceto-buryrate results. This has much better rate groups of plastics, covering a wide range of 

water resistance and somewhat better impact strength than characteristics. Established materials are con- 

the ordinary acetate. The new models of Chrysler and stantly being improved and new ones developed 

Ford automobiles are using large quantities of this plastic in this promising field for the chemical engineer. 

for interior trim. ee 

Cellulose nitrate was the first plastic to be used in mak- 

ing safety glass, but it turned yellow upon exposure to and low frequency radio insulating parts, closures for min- 

sunlight and weathering. Upon the development of cellu. eral acids, liquor dispensers, clock crystals, aircraft instru- 

lose acetate, its superior color stability soon resulted in it ment panels, dishes and costume jewelry. Prices are some- 

capturing the safety glass trade. The acetate in turn has what higher than for phenolic resins; ranging from 45 

now been almost entirely replaced by polyvinyl butyral, cents to 60 cents a pound. 

whose superior impact properties warrant its use in spite Urea resins have been enjoying an increase in sales 

of higher cost. every year for the past three years, due largely to their 

The variety of the available vinyl compounds permits increasing use in the field of baking enamels. Here is a 

the preparation of many different vinyl resins of widely plastic that can literally be made from coal and air. The 

different properties. Some of the outstanding properties chemical recation is: 

are their high resistance to oil, water and fire; along with CO: + NH: > (NH:): C=O-++HCHO—> Resin 

the fact that they are odorless, tasteless and are not oxi: Urea Formaldehyde 

dined usidet ae LSE of sunlight and air. The prin- Urea resins exhibit the highest tensile strength of any 
cipal chemical reaction is: 3 

: plastic, and also possesses the greatest hardness. They 

CH=CH+CH:COOH > H.C=CH_0-C (CH, o> Ryn! also have excellent color stability and are high in dielec- 

Acetylene Acetic Acid Vinyl-Acetate tric strength. A large outlet for urea resins is in liquid 

Polyvinyl butyral has in the last two or three years re- form to be used in baking enamels. The smooth white 

placed cellulose acetate as an interlayer for automobile coating on the electric refrigerator is probably derived 

safety glass. In spite of a cost of about $1.25 a pound, it from a urea resin. The liquid resin is also being used as 

is estimated that 75 per cent of all interlayer material an adhesive for plywoods in the furniture and aircraft 

during 1940 was of this resin. The reason is its superior field. Prices in the powder form are between 27 and 35 

ability to withstand impact and its adhesion for the glass cents per pound; somewhat lower than for polystyrene but 

once it becomes broken. compete with the higher priced phenolic resins, finding 

Vinyl resins are receiving much publicity as a result of applications as lighting fixtures, buttons, tableware, and 

their use for wearing apparel. Many of the plastic belts, display containers. 

wrist watch bands, suspenders so popular at the present Probably the newest plastic and the one being followed 

time are of this type. Filter cloth made from these resins with the most interest at the present time is “Cafelite,” a 

is fast becoming popular for use in handling industrial plastic made from the coffee bean. For years Brazil has 

chemicals. Other uses include metal laminations, bullet een seeking uses for its surplus coffee, and now a young 

proof gas tanks, phonograph records, dentures, beer can New York chemist has developed a process for making 

coatings, and insulation for wire cables. plastics from the coffee bean. Brazil has set up a pilot 

Although polystyrene was first produced nearly one plant capable of producing 4,250,000 pounds of molding 

hundred years ago, polystyrene resins were first made powder a year, along with by-products of caffein, coffee 

available in 1937, and promise to become one of the most il, cellulose and furfural. The sale of the by-products, 

important. The principle reaction is: it is believed, will be sufficiently profitable to permit the 

CoHe-+ CH= CH» C:HsCH.CH:-» C:HsCH=CH. -» Polystyrene selling of the Cafelite plastic for from 7 to 10 cents a 

Benzene Ethylene pound. This is about one-half the price of the cheapest 

It gives a final product of clarity and brilliance that can- plastic now on the market. Furthermore, Brazil has 

not be achieved with other plastics. It is the lightest of awarded tentative contracts for machinery to turn out 100 

all commercial plastics, and its resistance to water, acid times its present plant capacity, or more than half the 

and alkalies is unsurpassed. Furthermore it is superior to world consumption of plastics at the present time. It is no 

other resins with respect to heat insulation, dielectric wonder the Cafelite is being watched with a great deal of 

strength and resistivity. interest upon the part of the plastic industry in this 

Uses for polystyrene include television coil forms, high country. 
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A short story about three numbers — Pi, i, and e 

Department of Mathematics, University of Florida 

MATHEMATICIAN, both wise and waggish, once Unfortunately, no. We shall e 

defined mathematics as “The subject in which we have to our credit only 2 = BT BRSI8 EB 
never know what we are talking about, nor whether $2.7182818285 . . . , assuming 

what we are saying is true.” Without arguing either the that our tireless teller also 
meaning or the justice of this definition, we shall exploit keeps books to ten decimal 
another aspect of many-sided mathematics — that aspect places. This number appears 
implied in the zany’s definition of mathematics as “that so often in mathematics, and, Ges] Ged | uel 

‘ z 
subject in which, whatever one is talking about, he is talk- indeed, in such unexpected. 

ing about something else.” For example, the engineer places, that we shall invent a 
can solve the problem of bending a steel girder by playing special name for it; we shall 
with soap bubbles. Exactly the same mathematical ma- refer to it as e. 
chinery can be used to describe the tension in a pulley or Let’s look first at some of 
the healing of wounds. When I describe to you the ran- the more orthodox appearances of our friend e. We met 
dom walk of a drunk, I am also telling you about the it above as the limit of the sequence 1+1, (1+%)?, 
diffusion of a lump of sugar through a cup of coffee. (1+1/3)%, A4+%)4,..., or 
And I can talk either about the cooling of that same cup e=lim (1-+1/n)". 

of coffee in a breeze or about casualties in infantry war- as n> 2% 

fare merely by changing the names of the characters in It makes an appearance also in the answer to the question: 
my mathematical story. Both the biologist and the gam- what function has a graph whose slope at any point is 
bler can use the binomial expansion of (a+-b)", the one equal to the height of the curve at that point? In few- 

to study heredity, the other to describe the fall of coins er words, what is y if 
or the rolling of dice. Mathematics, then, forms bridges dy/dx=y? The only curve 

between many seemingly unrelated subjects. The first that has this very nice 
bridge we shall cross is a number. e property is y=ke*, where 

= b 
Suppose, by a bold stretch of the imagination, that we 4 k may be any number 

sp t whatever. These two prop- 
have found a bank that pays 100% interest a year. If we { . i. 

; . . : i erties of the ubiquitous e 
deposit one dollar and if the interest is compounded an- t . 

1 ! account for its occurrence 
nually, then at the end of the year our bank balance is ' . a 

Be | in a great many “growth- 
two dollars. If, however, the bank reckons its interest t ” 

1 and - decay” problems of 
every Six months, then at the end of twelve months we = 1 hich hall ‘loole. at 

have, from the formula S=P(1-+i)", (1+%)* or $2.25. i | é CWE SINAN NOOK aE 8 
(In this formula, S is the bank balance at the end of ! i ew. . . . : ‘ ' ! For a certain period of n interest periods due to a deposit of P dollars that draws i ' . 

j 3 3 “ i { its development, most com- interest compounded at a rate of i each interest period.) ' i - . 
. i i munities, either of men or If the bank compounds interest quarterly, then our dollar ‘crob hibit 

: tty) , hile if th fi / microbes, exhibit a popu- 
will gtow to (1-+-/A)" ot $2.44; while if the 'teller:figures lation growth that is exponential. From 1790 to 1890 the interest once a month, our bank book will show a balance census figur f the U. S. followed . ly th 

ures o Ss. 
of (1+1/12)' or $2.61 at the end of the year. Let us selasion 8 omowed approximately the 

imagine this process continued and the interest com- : + aye " 
population (in millions) =3.9 8 y, 

pounded not each month but each week, each day, each h : 
: . i where y is the number of years after 1790. On the other hour. If we were to attempt to carry this out in practice, 3 ; . , : . side of the picture, anthrax spores treated with a 5% solu- we should, of course, drive the poor teller insane. We can .. Esky aL: . ‘ : : : : . tion of phenol were found to exhibit a similar population 

continue it, however, in jour imagination, and think of our pattern but with a negative number replacing the 0.028 

bank balance growing by jumps as the interest is added above s0 that the history is one of decay rather than 
each minute, then each second, and so on. If the process growth. In each case the rate of increase or decrease of 
is carried to its limit and the interest is compounded con- population at any time depends upon, and in fact is pro- 
tinuously, shall we be able to retire at the end of the year? portional to, the population at that time. 
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The pressure of the atmosphere grows less as we rise We have also 

above sea-level, and the intensity of sunlight that has 1 1 1 1 
2/12— 

filtered through water decreases as it penetrates to greater ai flee ‘1x2 + 2x4 * 3x6 * 4x8 a 
depths, and in each case the decay is exponential. 1 1 1 

We met our ubiquitous acquaintance e originally as the and 7*/90= = + =p F Roe 
i : ( 4 

limit of the sequence (1+%)?, (1-+1/3)*, (1+%)*, l ¢ = 2 h . h h . 
(11/5), and so on; e can also be evaluated by adding n terms of products rather than sums, we have the curi- 

: : ous relations 
up as many terms in the series 2 e e 

1 + 1 + 1 4 1 sin 9 = 9 (1——) (1L———) (1———)..., 
e=l1+ — es he ee ch ee Perm e 22—p2 32,2 

1 1x2 1x2x3 1x2x3x4 

, . . 2262 2262 2262 
as one’s patience allows. Only fifteen terms of the series cos § =(1—-—_) (1— )a— ) = ny 
are required to give the first ten decimal places cor- a 329? Sa? 

rectly. Given somewhat more patience and two decks of 16 4x5x5x6x6x7x7x8... 

playing cards, one can calculate e in a less respectable == 

manner. The two shuffled packs of cards are placed side Bq, BRbedeoxbxExSxl0.. «. 

by side, and two cards, one from each pack, are drawn gq 2x2K4x4x6x6... 

repeatedly and discard- and a = find iisa7a7 

ed. Nocardis replaced, 4 A . . 
ani tlie teil, js com: +, "+, If we admit not only double-decker fractions (a/b) and 

pleted when a pair is v triple-decker ones (56) into mathematical citizenry, but if 

drawn (e.g., two Aces t we also allow infinite-decker or continued fractions into 

: fe] 4 of Diamonds) or when polite society, then we can write 

the decks have been /\ ~4 YY 4 12 

exhausted without com- oe ah 32 
: os cg 

ing upon a pair. Then it is not difficult to show that, as ppt 
Seton ‘ 2 

the total number of trials increases, the fraction (total 2 5 

number of trials) -- (number of trials in which no pair 24... 

was found) approaches more and more closely the num- Tie coral sees Cerween the curvew—1/(i4-22) and che 

ber e. (To be more precise, the limit of the fraction above . . y ‘ 
. x-axis turns out to be just 7 square units, while the area 

is e only when each deck has not 52 but infinitely many d ge ketchi both of. th 
- under y=e (try sketching both of these curves) 

cards. The inaccuracy in the statement above, however, is V(x) 
). 

does not affect the first 69 decimal places, and we shall - 

not quibble over it.) We found that e could be evaluated with the help of 

Finally we notice that e forms not only a bridge be- be decks of playing cards. A sale daft pcheme can 

tween playing cards and barometer readings, it connects 8 as ki to: ce x wick - va ak orm ha wily e we 

not only radio-active decay with the growth of a tree, but hie end a mate i = a a. a. ruled wit "Oba 

it also ties together the base of the complex number sys- na th a the ok “hog the floor). We drop the 

tem, i=\/(-1), with another number which, like e, plays a oe (of length m) ae the floor and note whether or not 

fundamental role in mathematics. The relation in ques- it icomes’ to mest toue ing a crack. If “a’ is the distance 

“i : . between the parallel lines on the floor, then, as we con- 
tion is the wonderfully simple one: " : 1 i bs : 

¢ to the iz power-=-I. tinue our experiment longer and onger, the quantity 

. . . (2m/a) x (total number of times match is dropped) ~ (num- 
We met 7 in grammar school as the ratio of circum- z : , 

: . . . ber of times match touch a line) will approach 7. If we 
ference to diameter of any circle. But 7, like e, appears in lack the match and fl ite Heed HOt t 

) . oor, science need not come to a 
many places in mathematics, and circles form only a small dstill. We h ly h 

part of its repertory. Let us look at a few of the formal standstill. We have merely to choose a set of numbers at 
. . random and write them down in pairs. Each pair is now 

patterns in which numbers may be arranged to yield 7. : P ch Par Is 
ner : examined to see whether the two numbers have any com- 

Just = added more and dean a L the Sah mon divisors. We calculate the quantity 6x(total number 

series to approximate deca an ‘afin chose’ a. ie va ue OF of pairs)+(number of pairs that have no common divi- 

G SO LOO WE CON vee eae? ANE -~ 5a UBT ™ sor) and find that as we examine more and more pairs this 
3 5 , 

Lie oe 1 be + te yar 4 JG (Ay hs quantity approaches 7°. 

If in the ccnies z 3 at! 2 axixe, 7 We have left many other mathematical bridges un- 

1 1 1 i crossed, bridges connecting such unrelated subjects as the 

w/6=—+—+—+—-+... spectrum of methane and the number of ways in which 
2° 22 32 4 . Lee 

die suvever other tem ee i the number four can be written as a sum of positive inte- 
we e ; 

P Y ‘ i , * gers (4, 31, 242, 2+1+1, 1+1+1-+1), bridges from 

ee er ee the path of a toy wagon pulled along the street by a child 

12 32 52 (Continued on Page 24) 
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THE QUALITIES OF A PROFESSION 
Last month the Wisconsin EncinzEr printed an article entitled “Is Engineering a Profes- 
sion?” The article here, while not written from the diametric point of view, brings out 
a number of points in support of the belief that engineering is a profession. The author, 
Vannevar Bush, is an electrical engineer and a fellow of the AIEE. This material is a 
condensation of the orginal article, “The Qualities of a Profession,” which appeared in 
the April, 1939, issue of EvectricaL ENGINEER. 

ERE I wish to develop the relationship of engineer- This is the fuel which has kept alight through many 
H: to the other professions, the professional tradi- ages the professional spirit. Every time the fuel has be- 

tions which engineers inherit, and the outlook for come exhausted the light has gone out. It has not mat- 
the engineering profession in view of its unique relation- tered how much was retained of trappings and mysticism, 
ship to society. nor what the profundity of utterances, there has been no 

I will run through the history of professions briefly, but true profession that has not with dignity and authority 
through the history runs a thread which should be par- advised and counselled the people; that has not guarded 
ticularly emphasized. the commonweal. For a true profession exists only as long 

In every primitive tribe there was some sort of a medi- as the people allow it to maintain its prerogatives by rea- 
cine man. He was a man apart, the advisor of the clan son of confidence in its integrity and belief in its general 
rather than its titular leader. He spoke, in his field, with  beneficence. 

authority, and this rested on a special knowledge which The monastic orders, under divers religions, springing 
he was supposed to possess. The medicine man was the up as outgrowths of the simpler system of priestcraft, 
progenitor of the professional man today. have exemplified the theme in two ways. Some have pre- 

The descent of the engineer from the medicine man served, adorned, and extended the knowledge of their 
has been highly involved; and it will clarify some obscure time and place. These have their modern counterparts in 
relations if we trace part of it; for there is a central the scientific and learned groups, the custodians of our 
thread which runs through the tale. culture, and the source from which flows new knowledge 

The medicine man, and the members of the pagan for the use of man. Other orders carried to great heights 
priesthood which succeeded him, was characterized by the direct ministry to those in misfortune and distress; 
numerous attributes. He had a strict code of conduct. often at great sacrifice, as did the early Jesuits among the 
He trained neophytes, subjected them to a long period of | Indians of our West. Both groups have remained high in 
apprenticeship, initiated them into the mysteries, and the esteem of the people and both have endured. Occa- 
inculcated them with pride in the cult, and rigid discipline sional groups have lost the thread, and have, for exam- 
in its formulas. He severely restricted his members by ple, become military orders devoted to self aggrandize- 
intellectual hurdles to be surmounted. He spoke a special ment; and these have disappeared. 
language. He sat as advisor in the councils of the mighty. A very early offshoot was the profession of medicine, 
But, more essential than all of these, he ministered to the for ministry to the ill was a very primitive need. It has 
people. had a long and distinguished history. Utilizing the fruits 

This was the first professional group, and all others of science, it is today in full tide of accomplishment for 
have been derived from it; not every attribute has been the benefit of mankind. 
maintained as new professions have emerged, but to a The profession of medicine, by reason of its very na- 
surprising extent their counterparts can still be found. In ture, has preserved many of the attributes of the ancient 
every one of the professional groups, however, will be forms. It selects its neophytes by rigorous intellectual 
found the central theme intact—they minister to the elimination, trains them over many years, and seeks to en- 
people. Otherwise they no longer exist as professional dow them with the philosophy of the profession. It se- 
groups. verely restricts its own numbers, perhaps too severely in 

Ministry needs a new definition for our purposes. Min- view of the task before it. It preserves itself apart, by a 
istry is not service; ministry carries with it the ideas of special language. 
dignity and authority; it connotes no weakness, and offers Through long ages it has held well to its ideal of sim- 
no apology. There is no fog of subservience surrounding ple ministry to the people, and has disciplined under its 
the concept. The physician who ministers to his client codes those who would use its special privileges for other 
takes charge by right of superior knowledge of a highly ends. It has guarded the people against their own folly, 
personal aspect of the affairs of the individual. The and has been properly militant in maintenance of its 
attorney assumes professional responsibility for guiding sphere in the common sphere. 
the legal acts of his client, and speaks with the whole To treat the origins of the professions of law, its coun- 
authority of the statutes as a background. It is in this tercurrents and codes would require an article in itself. 
higher sense that we trace the thread of ministry to the Here is a field in which the Preservation of the true of 
people. the true philosophy of a profession is intricate indeed, En- 
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dowed with special privileges under the law, it largely ing in the true sense; and engineering, which has derived 

regulates its own conduct. Never quite successful in the its philosophy from this source as well as from science, 

recruiting, training, and indoctrination of its neophytes, naturally partakes of the heritage of both groups. Busi- 

its maintenance of adherence to a high code of conduct ness has served the public, of course, but its main theme 

is rendered more difficult. Counselling with the govern- has been the profit motive, a salutary object when re- 

ment, and by the nature of its mission, participating di- stricted by law to the ethical procedures in its pursuit, but 

rectly therein, it is a great power for good or for evil. It not a professional objective. 

certainly strives, as an organized profession, for the pub- One of the most encouraging signs of the times is the 

lic welfare; but its zeal in this regard is not always such gradual emergence in our day of the truly professional 

as to cause it to disregard the special welfare of its own man of business. Scattered, not organized, with no sign 

group, and the two are sometimes hard to disentangle. It of professional trappings, they are nonetheless possessed. 

ministers to those in legal distress with great effective- of a high mission, which needs only formulation and rec- 

ness; but the distressed often appear in pairs. It is hardly ognition in order that they may constitute a new and 

judged as a whole by the public. Certain it is, however, strong profession. Out of this trend, as competition for 

that those of its membership, on the bench or at the bar, industrial existence becomes tempered, should emerge a 

who have risen to the highest position in their devotion new profession with its own traditions and beliefs, which 

to professional ideals, are respected. and honored by the is capable of managing prosperity so that it will be con- 

public. Certain it is also, that should this respect falter, ducive to the health of a nation; and there is grave ques- 

we, as a democracy, would soon be in a sorry state. tion whether this objective can be reached in any other 

But our principle concern here is the engineering pro- way. 

fession, and we first inquire, what is the engineering pro- 7 or Te m6 Pe | 

fession; is it a profession at all; and if it is, will it develop re fa ly; “VR Lone , ay 7 in a 

into the full stature to which the importance of its works a the gs. - he | Po 

entitle it to aspire. HF ee 2 e N aie bo Ses ote a a 

It is relatively young. The military engin d + SRR AF a ) Q wees) " q 4 

y yours military engineer appeared) SUMAN ad A Ades Bee he } 
in the first steps of the mechanization of warfare, when reel ee esd Baa a in a 

forts began to take shape. His counterpart in peaceful & wh he lk | A ni ag es, A Ae : a 

affairs was called the civil engineer. With the Industrial ws Cae ane ge Ts oe ae aimee 

Revolution, and especially with the spread of mechaniza- - aie Lal jana ume a = | nha 

tion from the factories into every walk of life, engineering \ a = = we N 

has become extremely diversified. Applying science in a : ae caer ae ‘ 2 a 

broad economic manner to the needs of mankind is its ici Mg it in 

broad field. Its disciplines are spread over all the sciences eo i. C i < | 

as they become thus applied, and embrace also portions of : ey 2 or ¥ ; { ee 

economics, law, and business practice which are integral «from the quiet cloisters of science...” 

parts of the process of application. It is somewhat loosely 

organized as professions go. To a minor extent only, it Engineering, however, derived jointly from the quiet 

limits its numbers; but the very strictness of its essential c|oisters of science and from the turmoil and strife of 

disciplines provides some selection of its neophytes. aggressive business, and it is no wonder, therefore, that 

Until recently it has done very little in an organized it should wobble a bit as it seeks to evolve its own profes- 

fashion to inculcate its younger members to the philoso- gional philosophy. Just as it is not reasonable to expect 

phy of the profession, leaving this largely to those of its the young neophyte to grasp the idealism of his calling, 

individuals who are also members of the teaching profes- .4 it is perhaps not reasonable to expect a profession 

sion. That branch which represents the consultant and which is so young and which has grown so fast to have 

others to a degree, have drawn codes; but there is mo found itself in this regard. 

body of codified principles which is accepted and applied The period of initiation into any profession should 

by the profession as a whole. It has no highly distinct extend into maturity. Only when members reached the 

language or jargon, for it must continually work with fyl{ bloom of manhood did the ancient orders entrust 

laymen. These, however, are incidentals. The important jhe mysteries to their care. The young tyro served ‘his 

point is this: Does it have a central theme of ministering apprenticeship under constant tutelage and close guidance 

to the people? Most certainly it serves the public in many by mature minds, and this we still find in every profession. 

ways, but are its individual members activated primarily As apprentice, as employee, he is called upon to prove 

by the professional spirit of dignified and authoritative himself, before he enters into that relationship where his 

counsel and guidance? opinions are controlling in his special field; and some 

In order to inquire into this weighty question, we need there are that never emerge from the close control and 

to digress a moment to consider another large group of mere exercise of technical proficiency. In the engineering 

the population, the modern men of business who have profession this emergence usually is circumscribed by the 

derived from the ancient traders and merchants. The fact that most engineers operate as members of industrial 

merchant class has not usually been a professional group- (Concluded on Page 24) 
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An engineer may conceive, design, and construct a 
© machine or a part of a machine. He knows the exact pur- 
= pose, function, and value of this part and its integration 

[\ EE into the whole machine or system of production, but does 
| his scope reach farther than this? Does he have a clear 

conception of the place of this and other machines in 
« 9 our modern civilization? Does he have any idea of the Is an Engineer Educated ? sweeping changes wrought throughout the world by the 

industrial revolution and subsequent developments? Does 
. . . . he grasp the tremendous significance of Oliver Gold- 

Tau Beta Pi prize-winning smith’s “Deserted Village”? Indeed, has he ever heard 

pledge essay of it? 
An aeronautical engineer is working day and night over 

hy Alfred C. Ingersoll, c’4H2 a drafting board. He is designing aircraft to help fight 
for the cause of democracy in the present war. He un- 
doubtedly has a clear idea of a democracy and of a dicta- 
torship but does he fully realize just why the war is being 

ES fought? Does he have a knowledge of the factors which 
have led to the installation of these governments in vari- 
ous countries? Does he have an appreciation of the his- 
tory and background of the people for whom and against 

OR sake of brevity the title of this essay reads, “Is an whom he is pitting his strength? In short does he know 
F Engineer Educated?” The real question is: “Is the for what real purpose he is designing this aircraft? 

‘ ae Beaduatitig ei any one et the siigineet The answer toll of the foregoing questions is: Yes, he ing courses at the University of Wisconsin an educated 
” Th et to thi ion rests entirely upon the °2 if he wants to. He can learn about all of these 

man © answer to this questi “s y UP’ hings, either on his own or with the help of the insti- definition of education with particular reference to the *V"8* . ek . tution. If he is the average student engineer the chances 
engineer. are small that he has done anything about it. It is likely 

There is no question that the graduating engineer has _ that he has filled his electives with technical courses lead- 
received a technical training and that presumably he ing to a specialization in one narrow field. The principal 
knows a good deal about a certain field in the realm of argument for this is that one should take advantage of 
applied science. At this point there must be a clear line the instruction offered by the school to get the difficult 
drawn between training and education. Training means technical courses, while the other material may be 
skill or proficiency in a specialized field of endeavor. A absorbed by reading and personal study. While this is 
seal can be trained to balance a ball on its nose but it true enough, the number of student engineers who avail 
obviously is not educated. Education implies the posses- themselves of the opportunity for self education is small 
sion of a particular skill plus a general knowledge and indeed. 

appreciation of gteatmany othes fields. The educational policy of the California Institute of 
An engineer may design a structure of wood. He knows Technology states that “the undergraduate course in engi- 

the exact values for the allowable stresses in tension, com- neering shall be of a fundamental character with a mini- 
pression, and shear, for every kind of wood but does he mum of specialization in the separate branches of engi- 
have the faintest idea of how a tree actually grows and neering. It shall include a thorough training in the basic 
why some wood is better than other wood? He is com- sciences and a large proportion of cultural studies. It 
pletely surrounded by living things but does he have any shall include professional subjects common to all branches 
conception of the mysteries of plant and animal life that of engineering. It is hoped in this way to provide a type 
comprise the study of biology? of collegiate education endorsed by leading engineers— 

: “ : one which avoids on the one hand the narrowness com- An engineer uses the English language every day of his . . 
life. He learns, or should learn, how to use it accurately mon among students in technical schools, and on the F 5 _ other hand the superficiality and lack of purpose notice- and how to convey his messages with a minimum of effort ble j £ th ki demi Il » 
and a maximum of clarity. But does he realize that aside 7” © " MMY OF those taking academic college courses. 
from being a powerful tool the English tongue can be a It is my contention that if the University of Wisconsin 
thing of beauty? In fact can he recognize and appreciate were to adopt a similar policy and introduce into the 
beauty when he comes in contact with it? The chances engineering curriculum such studies as history, sociology, 
are that he vaguely remembers from his high-school days biology, and English literature, the graduating students 
such names as Shakespeare, Byron, and Keats, but few would in reality be educated men, and they would eventu- 
indeed are the engineers on this campus who choose a ally find their way into higher walks of engineering and 
course in English literature as an elective. social life than they do under the present system. 
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Gray hair on our pages... 

OH, TO BE YOUNG AGAIN! 

Ay, Prof. J. 8. Kommenrs 
Department of Mechanics 

HEN people grow older they have a fondness— morning, as usual, our friend came rushing down the 

one could almost raise it to the dignity of calling stairs and burst into the bathroom. The last we saw of 

it one of their great indoor sports—for talking him was when he was frantically clawing his way up the 

about the times when they were young. There must be door as it fell in. 

something glorious, alive, and romantic about being That same year I had a freshman for a roommate, and. 

young; otherwise older people would not be addicted to next door to us lived a junior engineer, older than the 

this habit to the extent that they are. average junior because he had spent several years in prac- 

I do not claim to be an exception to the above charge. tical work. This man seemed to take a fatherly interest in 

One of the things that I remember especially about my us, and it was his habit to come to our room at about nine 

high school and university days is the great number of or ten o’clock in the evening for a little chat. 

times we seemed to have something to laugh about. Per- We decided that it might be interesting to try a little 

haps in those days there were more things to laugh at experiment. We filled a tin cup with water, and placed it 

than there are at on the top edge of the outer end of the door, the latter 

present, but I PEE- being left slightly ajar. The mechanics of the idea was 

fer to think that it that if the door were opened somewhat suddenly, the 

was largely due os frictional force on the bottom of the cup would be insuf- 

fo a Serta haa _ 4 ficient to give the cup the acceleration that the door had, 

chievous and imp- - with the result that the cup would fall on the person 

: i Pe . . . : 
ish, quality that i . entering. The resulting waterfall, while small, would still 

— in us. : rai 4 2 7 berwet: 

. B. QUE EEIVEE: > ee Because of the personal characteristics of our prospec- 

sity days I sup- SS ee : 5 i 43 5. oe 
. 7 | tive visitor, even in this little experiment the incidence of 

pose we did all the oo 
‘ 

is i i : _— the unexpected almost wrecked our hopes. Our friend 

traditional things | . : 2 ‘ aa 

a finally arrived, but because of his unhurried disposition, 

that students do . ‘i 
he opened the door so slowly and deliberately that the 

to each other. %. a . . . 
” a cup of water remained quite undisturbed. For a few 

However, we also : 
‘iin moments we thought the laugh would be on us. Fortu- 

allowed events 
2 

: q nately for the purposes of the experiment, when he got 

and circumstances Sal f 

i id d inside the room he very slowly backed against the door to 

2 guice wus an close it. This allowed the lintel of the doorway to shove 

stir our rmagin’- Prof. J. B. Kommers the cup off, and after that gravity acted in the usual way. 
tions, as the fol- 
lowing incident will show. One day in freshman English, while studying one of 

In my sophomore year my room was on the second Wordsworth’s poems, we encountered the line: “The child 

floor and there were also some students occupying rooms is father of the man.” The instructor inquired whether 

on the floor above me. One of the men on the third floor anyone in the class could quote a somewhat similar line. 

differed from the rest of us by getting up at about six He was probably thinking of the saying: “As the twig is 

o’clock in the morning. We didn’t object to early rising bent the tree is inclined.” One of the boys, an Irishman, 

if it was done quietly, but he had a persistent habit of  taised. his hand. He was sure he knew of a similar line. 

bounding down the stairway to the second floor bath- He set the class in an uproar with the saying: “Necessity 

room, like a young cyclone practicing its stuff. is the mother of invention.” 

We decided that this noisy habit should be curbed And so the years roll along, and you arrive at a time of 

somewhat, and that our upstairs friend should be given a life when most men can comb their hair with a towel. At 

slight hint that we preferred to sleep in the morning. that time you take a certain amount of pride in the very 

One evening, therefore, after we were sure that our thing that worried you when you were young, that is, 

bounding bearcat had gone to bed, we removed the pins looking younger than your years. I suppose there isn’t a 

from the hinges of the bathroom door, and left the door man living—or a woman either—that doesn’t think that 

slightly ajar. We then arranged that everyone would be he carries his years well. It certainly is wonderful to be 

awake in the morning to see what happened. The next young! 
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e e on the Engineering Campus 

EN entering the field of engineering logically have time to attain sophomore honors. There is no doubt in 
M similar interests. It is also logical to expect that Don’s mind with regard to his chosen work for he says, 

these men should be organized into groups repre- “I like everything about engineering.” 
senting their professions. In the engineering world the The American Institute of Electrical Engi- 
five major branches, mechanical, electrical, chemical, civil, neers under the leadership of Roger Robbins 
and mining and metallurgical, are each represented by a sponsors much the same type of programs as 
professional society. In addition the automotive industry the ASME. Meetings are scheduled once a 
has instigated the creation of a sixth important group month at which some faculty member, repre- 
largely within the mechanical engineering field. These six sentative of industry, or student provides the entertain- 
organizations are, respectively, the American Society of ment. After the program, refreshments are provided. 
Mechanical Engineers, the American Institute of Electri- This group is fortunate in that there is a local section of 
cal Engineers, the American Institute of Chemical Engi- the AIEE here in Madison which invites the student chap- 
neers, the American Society of Civil Engineers, the Amer- ter to its monthly meetings. Students are usually also 
ican Institute of Mining Engineers, and the Society of invited to attend a dinner preceding the meeting. In the 
Automotive Engineers. social line there is a great deal of fellowship following the 

On the Wisconsin campus there is a student branch of meetings, and the society does hope to promote a dance 
each of these societies, fulfilling professional and social _ this year in addition to a picnic next spring. It has 
relationships for engineering students. Students, with the already managed a picnic during good weather this fall. 
aid of a faculty advisor, organize and administer these In.this organization students may be national members 
branch societies. for a fee of three dollars per year and receive about the 
—————— The American Society of Mechanical Engi- same advantages as the ASME members; i.e., a monthly 
ASM E neers offers a varied program designed to issue of “Electrical Engineering” and no initiation fee 
————— bring the student closer to industry into after graduation. This chapter makes an appeal especially 

which he will likely emerge, and in addition to the lower classman with a local membership requiring 
the program committee attempis to bring in a non-techni- only a fifty-cent per year fee. 
cal factor so that the society may be valuable to all from Roger Robbins is a senior electrical engineer from Bel- 
freshmen to seniors. A popular type of entertainment is mont, Massachusetts. A large part of his time away from 
to have speakers from industry address the group. Fre- studies has been spent working with the Congregational 
quently the student branch of ASME meets with the Rock student group. Last year he was president of that organ- 
River Valley Section. On November twenty-seventh one ization, and this year he succeeds Howard Boorman as 
of these meetings will be held, at which time Mr. Koeh- president of University Religious Council. In the physical 
ting of the General Motors Corporation will speak on line Rog has participated in practically all intramural 
“Powdered Metallurgy.” sports and in Hoofers’ Club. When asked for any com- 

Occasionally speakers are drawn from the student ments which he might make as a senior in the engineering 
group, as in the case of the discussion of the smoke meter school, Rog says, “We still need a new Electrical Engi- 
by one of the seniors last year. Also last year the ASME neering building.” 
held a dance in the Mechanical Engineering building The American Institute of Chemical Engineers 
lobby. Its huge success warrants another trial this fall. euvey maintains a local chapter on the Wisconsin 
And, of course, every spring the boys have their annual campus, but the membership is purely local. 
Picnic. a“ There is a one-dollar membership fee which 

Although local membership may be secured for a one- provides refreshments for the meetings and 
dollar fee, it is more practical to pay three dollars and any other expenses that the organization might incur. 
become a part of the national organization. This not only Very active in its membership drive, the group already 
entitles the student to a monthly copy of the magazine, has about 130 members of the 400 enrolled in the depart- 
“Mechanical Engineering,” but relieves him of the ten- ment. Attendance at the last meeting of the AIChE was 
dollar initiation fee assessed those entering the organiza- 170, which distinguishes this society from some of the 
tion after completion of school. Each year the national others which can scarcely get enough of a turnout to jus- 
society sponsors a contest for the best technical paper. tify obtaining a good speaker. Since the Chemical Engi- 

Don Jelinek, a junior from Milwaukee, is chairman of neering building auditorium is now too small this society 
the local student chapter. Last year he assisted the Poly- engages a room in the Union for its meetings, which are 
gon board by working on the ticket committee for the held as nearly as possible on the second Wednesday of 
exposition and decorations for the dance, besides finding each month. The business meeting is followed by some 
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sort of program, after which refreshments are served and Mu Epsilon, Tau Beta Pi, and Phi Eta Sigma each have a 

the boys sit around talking “shop or otherwise.” Here key hanging from Bob’s watch chain, and he has still 

again a large part of the talks are based on subjects found time to work on orientation and the exposition. 

related to the field of chemical engineering in varying The American Society of Civil Engineers 

degrees of technicality. At other times the program may AMERICAN student society is comprised of a local mem- 

be light and humorous. Instead of speakers, movies may SoceTy oF bershi ith a f f doll 

be presented for entertainment. Students and faculty ENGINEERS CFS WHE 8 ee oe one eee ne 
: . FOUNDED ber. The chapter then pays a ten dollar fee 

members occasionally report on the progress of projects [852 . . . . . 

being candied oucwithin the school. to the national organization, making it a 

Under the leadership of Les Massey this local society part of the ASCE. The national organization offers slides 

is attempting many new things this year. Although still in for the local chapters to use for their entertainment, and 

the tentative state some of the suggested projects are an publishes a bulletin on recent trends in the civil engineer- 

honorary fraternity for chemical engineers, a handbook "8 feld. . . 

printed by the AIChE for Wisconsin chemical engineer- In addition to speakers for meetings the funds ob- 

ing freshmen, and a correspondence arrangement with all tained in membership fees are used for general expense 

graduates from the school. A list of the locations of all such as refreshments, Badger picture, and for conducting 

alumni could be made and sent to all grads so that they projects for the benefit of the civil engineering depart- 

might correspond with each other. ment. In addition to the type of programs used by the 

Chairman Les Massey has maintained an outstanding other societies the ASCE has had great success with musi- 

scholarship record, having obtained bids to join Tau Beta cal entertainment, drawing the personnel from their own 

Pi, Phi Lambda Upsilon, and Phi Eta Sigma. In his fresh- ranks. A joint meeting is planned with the Marquette 
man year Les won the drawing contest sponsored for first student chapter and the Wisconsin section of the ASCE 

year men, and on the basis of his first two year’s wotkewas November sixth. This student section already has 80 

awarded the AIChE Sophomore Award. He is already members and its goal is 100, which is truly commendable 

commissioned as an ensign in the Naval Reserve. Al- for a department with a small enrollment. 

though thoroughly a chemical engineer, he still has espe- 

cially enjoyed thermodynamics. 

The American Institute of Mining Engineers ad 

student society forms the nucleus of the or- ve 7) ae tl 
ganization for mining and metallurgical stu- yf ye | 

dents. It has expanded into what is called | 

the Mining Club and every student enrolled f ¥ 

in the school is considered a member of the Mining Club. : 3 

This organization has the distinct advantage of represent- : 

ing the smallest school so that participation on the per- P J : 

centage basis is much higher, but the faculty and students oO \ U + 7) 

must be given credit for the excellent work in promotion 

of activities. The fellowship between students and profes- Ls | ¥- 

sors is exceptional. Of course in addition to the fellow- . ~ i Bs a y 

ship the society brings education, contacts with indus- 4 a Ry a Ry 

trialists, and entertainment to its members by much the . 

same means as the other societies. One very unique fea- Back: Massey, Rosbint, jain 

ture of the organization is the dinner connected with each : , , 

monthly meeting. Chefs are elected as officers to carry Chairman Willard Warzyn finished high school in South 

the responsibility of seeing that a meal is prepared and Milwaukee in 1936. His liking for outside construction 

served for each meeting. In December there will be the work Jed him to choose civil engineering for his field. He 

annual Christmas party, a turkey dinner for thirty-five fas also indicated another liking by giving a glittering 

cents. At this time Bradley H. Booth, metallurgist for stone to a member of the fairer sex. For a little relief 

the ee we, and Steel Company, will speak on from the routine of engineering, Willard plays in the 

ilvery Pig Iron. 

The nearest affiliation that this chapter has with a senior band. The Society of Automotive Engineers is open 

society is the Chicago Section of the AIME. In May of to all engineering departments but is primarily 

this next year this Chicago section is to be the guest of active in the field of transportation. A com- 

this student group at a banquet and an inspection tour of paratively young organization, it has set many 

the University. of the standards in recent years. The members all belong 

Bob Bemm, a little blonde fellow from Wauwatosa, to the national organization, paying the three-dollar fee 

guides the achivalies of the Mining Club. His hobbies are to receive the “SAE Journal” as well as all other advan- 

varied, including photography, pistol shooting, musi; fags received from belonging to a national organization 

and a very specialized interest in a very certain girl. Pi (Coricluded on} Page 17) 
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Put in your two-bits worth... 

IO SAY that Polygon Board is merely a coordinating shown that the engineers as a group are wide awake. 

body for the general activities on the Engineering In the last two years its character has changed from 9, 
Campus does not give a true or complete picture of the annual St. Pat’s Parade to the more construc- 

re tive Engineering Exposition. The returns, everyone 
the activities of the board. ee 

= . agrees, have been much more worth while in the 
Polygon Board during its existence has undergone sev- latter case and Polygon Board must have some con- 

eral reorganizations, the last of which came two years structive ideas before any plan of attack is adopted 

ago and under which the board now operates. The board for the year. To accomplish this, the Wisconsin 

consists of 6 members, one from each society during the Engineer has taken the initial step in publishing these 
fall semester and 12 members in the spring semester. Spimuons: It is hoped that herein will be the stimu- 

Each the board nts hi lation for an open discussion of the problems which 
—— ora ac man ie € “ ESPRESE: e ie must be decided soon.” 

ee a Favins int Gilles, SEEDS Harold Peterson (ChE) tells why there is no exposi- 
4 PEIBOCEAS, SOMERE: tion planned, and starts the ball rolling with the first 

: The regular social functions of Poly- suggestion: 

i Re gon are well known. The smoker and 7 ses 
[> . . ‘The general theme of an exposition is the same 

: : dance in the fall and also in the spring each time it is held so the attraction to the public will 
— are regular events which have become diminish if held too often. In regards to industrial 

traditions. In the spring of each year, exhibits, it probably would be quite difficult to get 
in the days gone by, Polygon used to companies to send exhibits because of the national 
sponsor the St. Pat’s Parade, which in defense program. Some experience was encountered 

: ; : along this line even at the last exposition.” 
Henry Schmalz many cases involved not only engi- & 3 . . . 
Polygon President Beuetien 3 I consider it wise to plan some other function or ‘ neers but the university in general. 7 ; 3 au 

. project for next spring instead of the exposition. 
In the past two years, Polygon has altered its program Some possibilities are: (a) A minstrel show put on 
somewhat in presenting an Engineering Exposition along by the whole engineering school, (b) A large banquet 
with its St. Pat’s celebration and spring dance. The suc- with some nationally known speakers, (c) Construc- pring ¥ y P' s : 
cess of the latter program has been measured not only in tion of a model structure, such as a house, with the 
terms of the tangible profit which went to the student part taken or performed by each of the five engineer. a : . : ing departments emphasized and brought before the 
organizations but also in terms of the constructive atti- public. ” 

tude which how exists among our student body. a the Note Harold’s emphasis on nationally known speakers. 
intention of the board to utilize this attitude in planning ; 

: . That would assuredly keep it out of the commonplace 
for this coming year. . . category, and would keep up interest. 

Already the suggestion has been made to the members : : 5 
. an Jim Rogers, president of the S.A.E., is next on the list. 

of the board to consider the publishing of a freshman ee : . . . . He says, “I suggest that the engineer school put on a 
booklet to aid new men in becoming better acquainted ival . , : : . , carnival next spring. Have it devoted to amusements and with the department and college in which they intend to i 4 wo : : oy not technical material as the exposition has been in past 
spend their next 4 years. A venture of this kind can * > : . : . . . . . years.” Can’t you just imagine selling rides on the crane 
only be carried out, however, with the aid of the societies ~ 2 hick, Pol in the steam and gas lab for ten cents per head? Or let- 
WAMe®: SUPPOER O ygon. . . ting youngsters sit in the Curtis Helldiver for five? But 

What shall we have in place of an engineering expo- ‘ 7 7 
a - to be more serious, something like that would be fun to 

sition? That was the question asked by members of the : 
° ° make and would really go over big. 

Polygon Board, and the answers are printed here in hopes : : . : ‘ ‘ ad th ill di 7 hy . ich Pi Tau Sigma president and Triangle vice president 
fat « ey wi start dliscussion among t € engineers wit Bob Zoellner has another idea. To quote, “I think it 
some decision at the end. The quotations below were : ; g : would be a good idea for the engineering school to devote secured by Polygon officials with an attempt to reach all ‘ : ‘ dd HW vcularly 2 week end next spring to the entertainment of its grad- 
BFOUDS an partments: Jowever, many, particularly ates. This could be worked up as an ‘Engineering Home- lower classmen, had no contributions. It is hoped that the we . ‘ : > . : coming,’ with a program climaxed by a ‘Reunion Banquet following will start the ball rolling. : ' i Th id £ the Pol Board, Hi mal on either Saturday evening or Sunday noon. The spring 

© president of the Polygon Board, Henry Schmalz, engineering dance could be worked into the same week- 
speaks first: 3 . . eae ‘5 .. . end.” For that matter, maybe some of our illustrious 

This year, with an exposition definitely off the : : : : : grads could tell us how they got to be illustrious. That calendar, the Engineering College along with Polygon . : 
Board faces the big question of what to do for a would be interesting—and would probably put plenty of 

spring event. A spring activity of distinction has been us into our places by making us realize how little we know 
a tradition on the Engineering Campus and_ has of all there is we have to know. 
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Now it isn’t necessary for you to follow in these foot- a 

steps, as for example see what Lester Elmergreen (EE 4) A Few Scheduled Events of Interest 

has to say: 

“J don’t believe that we need a substitute for the Mining Club (Waren me: Buuveriy: Boanpé) 

engineering exposition. The exposition has so many Novenbee 12—J. R. Van Pelt, Technical Director of the Mu- 
possibilities that two years is not too great a time to aéuin of Science and Industry. 

spend in preparation. I favor, therefore, no major December 10—Bradley H. Booth, Metallurgist of The Jackson 

undertakings for the college of engineering for this Iron & Steel Company. — . . 

year except perhaps bigger and better attended engi- May oe anes its trip to this campus by the Chicago Section 

neering dances, smokers, and professional society ASME . 

meetings.” . .. . November 27—Joint meeting with Rock River Valley Section. 
There is something to mull over. An exposition which Mr. Koehring of General Motors Corporation. 

had two years of planning behind it should really be good. December—Party Dance. 

And it would have to be plenty good in order not to be a SAE 
let down from last year’s. December—Joint meeting with ASME. Movie sponsored by 

‘urtiss Wright Corporation. 

An official’s point of view is always of note, so we pre- January—Speaker on Modern Trends in Automotive Field. 

sent two of them here. It is of interest to notice that not AIEE 
even they have the problem solved as they hold opposite Noe jo Associate Editor of Bell System 

views. December 15—General Electric House of Magic. 
First, Professor E. R. Shorey: “I believe nothing should January 7 — Colonel James Walsh speaking on “Engineers 

: 23 Against Time.” 
be done during the year between expositions. Any en- ASCE 

deavor equivalent to an exposition constitutes a great deal Talk by Frank Lloyd Wright. 

of time and work by the students, and it would be better Illustrated talk on Boulder Dam. 
, 7 5 33 Joint meeting with Marquette Student Chapter. 

to spend this work and time in study. AIChE 

Professor George Barker, on the other said, “We Meetings on the second Wednesday of the month. 

should have a joint meeting of the Wisconsin Society of Programs unannounced as yet. 

Engineers and the national societies of the various engi- 

neering schools on the campus. Also have papers pre- 

sented by students at these meetings. For a meeting of THE BIG SIX... 

this sort, the Wisconsin Society of Engineers would post- (Continued from Page 15) 

pone its fall meeting until spring.” of men in a common profession. The Wisconsin student 

Back to the students, this time Roger Robbins, chairman chapter has an enrollment of 35 members. The chairman, 

of the A.LE.E., who states, “I favor some kind of mam- Jim Rogers, is an extremely enthusiastic fellow, and 

moth engineers’ convention, to which we could invite stu- believes absolutely that the SAE can be the best student 

dent engineers from mid-western colleges. It could con- society in the school. Of course this year this society runs 

sist of a series of lectures by prominent engineers who are into the same difficulty as all the others, that of obtaining 

contributing to the advancement of engineering and who speakers from an industry which is already operating at 

have a thorough knowledge of modern engineering prob- nore than 100% capacity. Besides the speakers, movies, 

lems and practices. Lectures could be of several types to and entertainment provided for its members the SAE 

suit the interests of the various engineering groups and arranges field trips to points of interest. On the seventh 

could be held over a period of three days—Thursday, of November the Senior SAE of Milwaukee acted as hosts 

Friday and Saturday. The final evening could be devoted to this student branch, providing it with a banquet, trans- 

to a large banquet and engineers’ dance. Students from portation and a trip through Waukesha motors. Every 
out-of-town could be accommodated by fraternities and month some of the students go to Milwaukee to the meet- 

independent rooming houses, and we could provide them ings of the senior section; G. C. Wilson of the Mechanical 

with dates for the Saturday night festivities.” Engineering staff being chairman of that society. Meet- 

Roger thought of everything and gave us some thought ings of the student chapter are held once a month. 

to chew on. When you have it pretty well ground up, Jim, a senior mechanical engineer, is a member of Phi 

send the Engineer your opinions on this and other ideas Kappa Sigma and social chairman of that fraternity. He 

with any others you might have or even just trimmings would enjoy sales and personnel work but, at least in the 

for these. immediate future, will probably not go into this field for 

Back to the chems. Bill Gehrke (Ch4) sends this he will receive his commission in the Reserve Officers 

contribution: “I think it would be bad to let things slide upon graduation. Three years of his college career he 

for a year. Perhaps we could adopt something that has participated in the band as well as Hoofers’ and Camera 

proven a success at other engineering schools. Carnegie Club. At present he is treasurer of the Polygon board. 

Tech, for instance, has a carnival. This might prove suc- Jim says his pet theory is that engineers waste too much 

cessful on our campus.” time studying. He then goes on to explain further that 

There you have a start—but only a start. We want an he believes that three things are of prime and very nearly 

avalanche of ideas and suggestions. Don’t forget—if it equal importance in the life of every man. First, his job, 

can be done, the engineers can do it! second, his home, and third, his relationship with people. 
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CONTRARY TO SOME 

Opinions, the Engineers do at- 

tend dances, and that is just what 

the entire engine college is cook- 

ing up for the evening of November 

29. Polygon board is in charge, and 

has announced that Ralph Miller, a 

top band from the brew city, will 

provide rhythm for dancing. Each 

professional society will construct 

some sort of a Rube Goldberg in- ‘ 
; ith pri 5 

MEN AND MACHINES There’s hours of burning work in wn dillces ws ba even ie tle o ° . : : . mos 
Each year the senior engineers in smoke-heavy air for the slaves who «ee 9 ee F eo) : : . " realistic and impractical machines. 

all divisions make an inspection trip feed the maws of those snarling 
through several large factories in monsters, but there’s money in the _ 
the mid-west. The main reason for hard blue steel that the monsters a & 1 od 
the tour is to give the seniors an spit back. eo cGysy 
idea of the variety of jobs which are AEP orem g, ‘ NL GO 
open to them, and of the types of f We wi dhe ¢ Aid oe “| = LB. =a 

plants, the working conditions and ne! Wh . ene Pug 6 Ewing aie: ly ae 

the situations they will meet in the operators: in their filthy denims: do. SO NS future From the solid steel block which A & i 

This year the electricals toured as has been roughly mashed into shape ey 
follows: Milwaukee, Allis-Chalmers by the forge hammers, Bseurate, and, Alien. Bradley: Béloig Fait- shining crankshafts and spindles are To tell the awful truth, it sounds 
banks Morse: Chicago Carnegie- spun out between spats, the long, to us like a very good deal, and 
Illinois Steel Mills, Western Electric turning-to-blue chips rolling smooth- should warrant a hundred percent 
Ob., the Nash plane we Kenostia ly off, in a symmetry of geometric turnout. We'll see you there! 

and the Chicago Lighting Institute. PetSEEn ¢ 
The mechanicals, all 80 of them, Gratifying to the engineer was FRESHMAN AWARDS 
also took in Fairbanks Morse and smoothness and efficiency with “ F he Word 4 . At the Freshman Engineering the Wordward Governor company which manufacturing and assem- Lect Frid é Oo 
in Rockford. bling operations were carried out in cern’ on ay ee cto- 

. ber 17, in the Chemistry Audi- Rte all plants. Everywhere were evi- tori h : 
LE I) dences of the tremendous amount Cie EES. BORBOMOES Engineers 

UL ( . : were honored. 
oy of thought and attention to detail . 

-o po that went into the design, organiza- Each yeae Tau Beta Pi, the hon. Ee * = tion, and. application..of the: factory orary engineering fraternity, offers 
5 s layout. i" award to wre sophomore who 

ee uring his freshman year makes the 
Hint Everything considered, this year’s highest scholastic average. Harold 

This year the fellows took a great trip went off very well. Much credit E. Peterson, ChE 4, president of 
interest in labor—wages and hours, must be given to L. A. Larson, Tau Beta Pi, presented a slide rule 
the safety measures, rest periods J. W. Watson, G. C. Wilson, Gus to Gerhardt A. Gohlke, ChE 2, who 
allowed, the feeling toward jobs, Larson, Pat Hyland, and Sandy Mc- made a grade point average of 2.886 
and the general physical make-up Naul for the job of planning they at the close of his freshman year. 
of theaverage worked ia did. The only difficulty was with : : wi g each plant. . y y : Chi Epsilon, the honorary Civil 
This interest was particularly noted the guides, who were mostly unin- Engineering society, offers annually 
in the Western Electric where even formed and hard to hear. In Keno- a Civil Engineering Handbook to 
the phone numbers of soi sha, Len Sweet attempted burglariz- woe : p some of the : men P Siar the sophomore Civil Engineer who 
employees were inquired after ing Bus A : of a handsome sign during his freshman year makes the 
(Naaah—no luck!). originally swiped from Greyhound highest scholastic average for fresh- 

Perhaps the most impressive sight B.” This necessitated the deten- man civil engineers. Melvin C. Ree, 
was the huge steel mill, millions of tion of Me Sweet, while his trousers CE 4, president of Chi Epsilon, pre- 
invested dollars, with its mammoth traveled in “B.” Scott Cameron was sented the Handbook to Lester E. 
furnaces, spouting Bessemers, and almost appropriated by the lads in Christensen, CE 2, who was highest 
huge overhead crane complete with “A,” but a wide-spread street brawl freshman civil engineer last year 
Papoose. saved his dignity and his pants. with a grade point average of 2.824. 
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Additional telephone lines Army camps must have On ship and shore the Navy Industry requires, and ob- 

: speed defense everywhere. plenty of telephone lines. relies on telephone lines. tains, more telephone lines. 

Telephone lines are life lines. They carry _ So too, in vastly increased quantities, are being 

the communications so vital to our expanding _ sped telephones and switchboards—and radio 

defense program. apparatus for the air forces and the Signal 

The photograph shows wires being made into Corps. 

a telephone cable. Such cable—containing bil- The efficiency of Bell Telephone service is 

lions of feet of this wire—is being rushed by more than ever essential to government and 

Western Electric to meet the urgent telephone _ business, and now as always Western Electric 

needs of the armed forces and of industry. can be counted on to supply the life lines. 

> . 
... is back of your 

Bell Telephone service



CAMPUS ELECTIONS placement problem today; the infor- RADER ON DUTY WITH 
During the past several years, mation to be collaborated in book- NAVY AT NEW ORLEANS 

there has been agitation for a polling let form to explain the position of 
booth readily available to all in the the graduating senior in the Na- as E FS 
engine school. For the coming stu- tional Defense program. Emphasis — — | 

~~ dent board, Cardinal board, and is to be placed on specific positions ‘ _ 
class presidency elections Tuesday, for men and women in industry, F. ‘ 4 

. . . November 18, a voting system will the armed forces, and government _ 
be set up in the lobby of the Me- administration. aoe es “ _ 
chanical Engineering Building. In WARREN JOLLYMORE “Fe a 5 : ; : — ' 9 line with our continued effort to If elected, I intend to set up a oo mo 
create interest in student govern- clearing house for placement of \ « ~ ‘ 
ment, campus activities and the like, seniors. This will supplement and oe ‘ 
we are presenting excerpts from render more efficient the existing - ae ae 
briefs filed by the candidates for service maintained by the Univer- — as’ 
senior class presidency, as this con- sity. I plan to inaugurate an all- ad 
test is likely to be the closest of all. representative Executive Council 

GRANT HILLIKER consisting of six seniors, one each 

The (following) list of activities from the Residence Halls, the lodg- 
will demonstrate my ability to per- ing houses, the fraternities, and the j 
form the duties of president of the sororities. This Council would han- 
8 class. I believe rags dle all administrative jobs of the Dr. Lloyd F. Rader, professor of 

necessary executive °: i i - : oe ; 5 € necessary “x y Senior Class, while matters regard civil engineering in the University success in this office... The main re- ing policy would be referred back . . 3 ibility of Senior Class Pres of Wisconsin, has been on active nsibi ny Sen ss - ‘i ‘ ey sie a : oe eae a + ith the to the regular Senior Council. duty as a reserve officer in the Navy n ‘© provide seniors w . AOS te nf, eS d hi As I am a student worker myself, at New Orleans, La., since July 17, 
nn are bee “ I realize the necessity for a rise in 1941. Professor Rader is'‘a senior ; elp them get the osi- os : 5 ad i Ge eo nee 4 : I Ae student wages to meet the rising cost lieutenant in the Civil Engineer nn nn r 1on. Ve sd tas, 10) i. ; th a bat a sb of living. I feel that I have the ex- Corps of the Navy, and is assigned 
ab ete b ® o we Miaka © perience of working with my fellow as Public Works Officer at the U. S. 
J2 hod. As. a. he ying in ttl students, and the determination, to Naval Station at New Orleans, La., n e pre em - p . s s me . " ie I he ik d P y enable me, with help of the many in charge of construction and main- n. hav experi- 
men * fe “0 hd eo is ri capable class members, to set up, tenance of physical facilities at the 
ieee “ea fis cate bl ee 2 4 mE administrate, and maintain a coordi- station. A program of rehabilitat- 
NENEs SUNY" Capanre, OF managing ia nated Senior Class organization. ing the station buildings and the successful Senior Ball. : 2 <a a However you may feel toward waterfront structures on the Missis- University Activities: School of . «oe % Bed : : : this race and others, the opportu- sippi river is in progress. New bar- Journalism, Phi Eta Sigma, Alpha . ‘ ays oe : . nity to express your feelings and racks buildings for the receiving Delta Sigma, Advertising Manager Ey . . ; : : . . : opinions is here . . . make use of it. station are being built, and new of the Daily Cardinal, President of . 5 , 3 Let’s all get out and vote! roads and railroad tracks are being Wesley Foundation, etc. 

Z constructed throughout the station. BURLEIGH JACOBS THE CANDIDATES 
I believe that it is imperative that ° SENIOR PRESIDENT 

a candidate for the position of Grant Hilliker, Independent EVEN PROFS LEARN 
Senior Class President have the... Burleigh Jacobs, Phi Delta Theta Professor Glenn Koehler, of the _. ‘ s Warren Jollymore, Beta Theta Pi % . administrative experience to per- JUNIOR PRESIDENT department of Electrical Engineer- 
form his duties for the betterment Thomas Murphy, Independent ing, is spending several weeks at the Ralph Theiler, Sigma Chi . of the students of that class. I sub- SENIOR MAN, STUDENT BOARD Massachusetts Institute of Technol- 
mit the following qualifications of Robert Vergeront, Independent ogy where he is attending a prepara- aye : JUNIOR MAN, STUDENT BOARD my executive ability: President of Michael Harris, Zeta Beta Tau tory conference and a short course 
Phi Eta Sigma, President of Phi Robert Halvorson, Independent for instructors in ultra-high fre- 
Delta Theta, Beta Alpha Psi, Beta yUNIOE MLA CARDINAL BOARD quency devices. This course is be- 
Gamma Sigma, Iron Cross, Varsity Alex Dworkin, Independent ing given in connection with Engi- 
Golf captain, Sports Editor of the CARD oe an neering, Sciences and Management 
Badger, President of the Badger Arlene Bahr, Independent Defense Training. As a result of . Betty Berry, Alpha Phi . Board, General. Chairman of the SOPHOMORE MAN, these conferences, Professor Koeh. 
1941 Homecoming. CARDINAL BOARD ler will offer, during the second 

It is my sincere desire to have a Robert D. Bohn, Independent semester, a four credit selective 7 . - Robert Charn, Sigma Phi study made by senior council of the Harmon Lewis, Phi Gamma Delta ESMDT course. 
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jp the attack on the production has developed a complete line of ma- al 

backlog by shaping steel and build- chines and apparatus. Airco has in- f& 

ing it into ships, tanks, armored trucks creased its manufacturing of oxygen 7" 

any many other defense items, is in- and acetylene and distributing facilities co 

dustry’s modern production tool — the to meet the accelerating demand. So } ) 

Airco Oxyacetylene Flame. It slices its that the Airco Oxyacetylene Flame 

way through steel of any thickness up may be used most efficiently and eco- Me 

to 30” and more, cutting it to the de- nomically, Air Reduction offers industry 

sired contour with unrivalled speed and the cooperation of a staff of experi- 

accuracy. This versatile tool flame ma- enced engineers, skilled in the use of 

chines metal with astonishing speed; this modern tool. 

hardens steel to any desired degree An interesting booklet, ‘Airco in the 

and depth; cleans metal surfaces for News”, tells a picture of this Airco pro- 

quicker and longer lasting paint jobs duction tool and the numerous ways in G, 2 

and welds metal into a homogeneous which it is aiding the defense program. Seneral Offices: 

lastingly strong structure. If you want a copy write io the Airco 60 EAST 42nd STR EN NEW YORK, N. Y. 

To assure the maximum efficiency Public Relations Department, Room saarialiacaiz ‘Cae 
a - . xz di Co. 

from this modern production tool, Airco 1656, 60 E. 42nd St., New York, N. Y. pIstRICe DETICES IN. PRINCIPAL a 

ANYTHING AND EVERYTHING FOR GAS WELDING OR CUTTING AND ARC WELDING 
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Ay Roy McIntosh, met'42 

Chemicals Cini pe er ge BRADLEY, HARLOW, ’14, has been Death took two civil engineering grads Pittsburgh. RO tect c 5 ‘ . instructor in civil engineering at the appointed to the post of supervisor of during the summer. KENNETH C. Universtiy oh Geko eee foreign dealers for the Allis-Chalmers MacLEISH, ’26 and water-power engi- BAU figec ai ene coe Manufacturing Co. His headquarters neer with the Wisconsin Public Service lianica, ‘and JESSE DIETZ 46 will now be in Milwaukee. Commission, died on August 6 at a MS" 41, ie i an ~~ ee VELGUTH, WALDEMAR, ’20, re- Madison hospital of meningitis. GLEN . he Wain a Wie engineer cently appointed assistant chief metal- A. THOMPSON, c’39, committed  sui- HB GE the Wniversiny oF “Wy isconsin. 
lurgist, of the Buick Motor Divisicz, cide in a fit of despondency on May 28 During October a number of Wiscon- 
General Motors Co., died suddenly in at Ambridge, Pa., where he had been sin civil engineering mraduates were 
the Hurley hospital in Flint, Mich. employed by the American Bridge Co. Honored by lection. toi office aH @atious 
CHYLE, JOHN J., '24, an engineer aa state organizations. HENRY TRAXLER, at the A. O. Smith Corp., is also a mem- 2 ee a ©’13 and city manager of Janesville, was 

ber of the board of directors of the 1 - , eS =: e : elected president of the League of Wis- Smith Steel Foundry Co., Milwaukee, ' . ae consin Municipalities at the 43rd annual Wis. ‘ - convention in Eau Claire. JEROME C. FORRESTER, JAY H., ’28, is now ZUFELT, ’26 and filtration engine-r directing research on all types of plant oe ~ ; for' Shebdyauti, was dlected presidenc of refining units for the Standard Oil Com- : a the Wisconsin Section of the American 
pany of Indiana, Whiting, Ind. ae Ki os Water Works Association at the state DORMER, GEORGE G., MS’32, pre- — convention in Racine. O. J. MUEGGE, sented a report on “Experiments with a A a ¢’23 and assistant state sanitary engineer, Nine-Foot Reversed Flow Water Gas Ma- ~ vias made vice. pissident, and WALTER 
chine,” at the Mid-West Gas school, 4 PEIRCE, a former student at Wiscon in Ames, Iowa. , % and superintendent of the Racine water HAUGEN, JOEL O., °36, has re- , bas 4 department, was awarded the George W. signed his position as research engineer ew | Fuller prize for di:tinguished service in with the Pan-American Refining Corp., a. his field. The Central States Sewage Texas City, Texas, to accept an instruc- ree io Works Association in convention at Ft. torship in Chemical Engineering at the er _ Wayne, Indiana, elected GEORGE W. 
University of Minnesota. : ; MARTIN, ¢’26 and superintendent of IBRRIAM, JOHN oa 38 formerly oA ae a ‘ sewerage works at Green Bay, as presi- wit. the elon O05 adison, is now ao a oe . aa es 

i with the duPont de Nemours Co., in the es _ ae ; dent for the coming year. 
T.N.T. division, Joliet, Ill. or Fort Leonard Wood, a 40,000-man GUELZOW, RICHARD, is with the oS ae 4 cantonment near Rolla, Mo., is largely Joseph E. Seagram & Co. at Lawrence- ee a . 2 the product of two Wisconsin civil engi- burg, Ind. He was married on August 9 AS NE “ neering grads. WILLIAM A. KLINGER, 
to Maxine Lake. They are living at 36 10, president of the contracting firm of Tebbs Ave., Lawrenceburg, Ind. John L. Savage W. A. Klinger, Inc., of Sioux City, Ta., BROWNE, WILLIS G., '40, and his JOHN L. SAVAGE, ©’03, Sci.D.34 is chairman of the executive committee wife, Virginia, became the proud parents hief desi : 5 th Oo S Bu. of K-N-W-L Company, a syndicate of of a baby girl, Barbara Helen, Septem- reau of Reclamation, sailed in Septem, four contracting firms that built the can- ber 3. fee ail i i tonment. The project manager was LEE DONALDSON, GEORGE R., °40, was he fe enti se fe sl seis H. HUNTLEY, .’08, who has superin. 
a Marea Spretstisy October 5, Dam to be buile by the city of Mel- tended many big construction projects. 
KOEHLER, JOHN, is now working at Baume: He has also been retained as Three Wisconsin engineers are having the Madison Gas and Electric Co. in ia fo the Government of Punjab, a part in the construction of the big Madison, Wis. . army base at Port of Spain, Trinidad, in RINDT, DONALD W., ’40, was mar- WARREN WEAVER, CE’17, PhD’21, the British West Indies EDWARD A. ried to Ruth Marie Wilson, March 15, Director of Natural Sciences, Rocke- MENREZ, MS’39, is design engineer for 1941, in Madison. He is with the Car- feller Foundation, as chairman of a sec- the firm of Walsh and Driscoll, a combi- negie-IIlinois Steel Co. at present. tion of the national defense committee, nation of two contracting firms that is ERICKSON, RAYMOND A., °41, made a two-month trip to England last building the base. MELVIN J. NOTH, 

married Ruth M. Vinger, of Argyle, spring. He arrived in London on March c’40, MS'41, joined Menrez in August, Wis., October 24, 1941, in Glendale, 20, just in time for one of the worst air and NATHAN ITZKOWITZ, 40, 
Calif. He is with the Standard Oil Co. raids of the war. sailed during October. 
of El Segundo, Calif. They will make Several recent graduates have shifted their home at Hermosa Beach, Calif. into the field of teaching. JAMES R. In the municipal field there have been NICHOLS, GEORGE S., °41, and VILLEMONTE, ¢’35 MS’41, is instruc- several announcements concerning Wis- Anita Alyce Kemmerer were married in tor and research assistant at Penn State consin civil engineers. ELMORE F. Madison, June 21, 1941. They will make College. MILTON C. SCHMIDT, ¢’38 KLEMENT, ’22, was appointed city their home at Niagara Falls, N. Y. MS’41, is instructor in civil engineering manager of Ft. Atkinson, Wis., on Octo- 
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ber 7. He had been acting city manager WEBBERE, FRED J., ’41, is research of power plants, Wisconsin Electric 

for three months and was city engineer metallurgist with the General Motors Power Co., Milwaukee, has a paper on 

since 1924, ORLANDO G. HOLWAY, Corp., at Detroit, Mich. Mill Drying of Coal in the May 1941 

©°35, is the new director of public works WORDEN, STEWART W., 741, is Transactions of ASME. 

at Superior, Wis. ELMER KRIEGER, second lieutenant, ordnance division, U. LOWELL, FRED R. (formerly LHO- 

1255 has been appointed acting city S. Army, located at Shreveport, La. TAK, FRED R.), ’26, a salesman with 

planning engineer for Milwaukee. HER- WRIGHT, JACK S., 41, is with the the National Supply Co., Springfield, 
MAN T. HAGESTAD, ¢’32, who has a Pickands-Mather Co., Biwabick, Minn. Ohio, was killed in an airplane crash on 

consulting engineering practice at River . Tuesd. Octobi ‘a 

Falls, Wis. is serving his first term as Mechanicals Vie nave ee ie 
mayor of that city. ROBERT L. ENG- MAXFIELD, T. B., °22, is financial dustrial engineer en, di . , _ city ? . ; ’ gaged in plant lay- 

DAHL, ¢’38, is city engineer for River editor of the magazine “College and out and selection of equipment for mili- 

Falls. EARL R. STIVERS, CE’15, for- Campus,” formerly called ‘Fraternity tary rifle production, with E. I. du Pont 

mer instructor in railway engineering at House Management.” In the March is- de Nemours & Co., Ilion, N. Y. 
the university and now the head of a re- sue he | is the author of two articles, en- LOSSE, PAUL, ’40 was married to A. 

search laboratory, is president of the tiled : ‘A Case Study in Budgeting” and Shultz, BA ’40, at Milwaukee. They are 

Board of Education of Rockaway, N. J. ‘Receivables—What Are They Worth?” making their home at 85 Mansfield St., 

He recently received considerable doce FITZE, M. E. ’24, senior test engineer New Haven, Conn. 

publicity in connection with the dedica- a 

tion of a new high school athletic field ~ _—y : 
in that city, at which he presided. C — A ‘ ‘ 

Electricals ; | oh | 

DREW. HOWARD S., 714, passed SS oo 

away in Chicago on the 18th of June. — >. : j 

At the time of his death he was Illinois Se — v 

Works Progress Administrator. 

KETCHUM, PAUL M., ’38, and Doro- D e 

thea Irene Harrington were married Oc- NN oe ee 

tober 18, 1941, at Pittsfield, Mass. Paul NIE Grou’ 10 1G a 
is now with the General Electric Co., in 5 Ago —<g NG \w | 

Pittsfield. { \\3 ol Gl Lo \ 6 <a SE 

LEITZKE, VICTOR A., 40, and \ <a OR Gi 

Harriet Sorrenson of Madison were ee Oe ——— 
married in Schenectady, N. Y. Victor — Ahr) = yy BM Liat — 

ai centully pessed the entrance exam emma 77 ff 
and is now in the “A? wraining course = | jag GQ 777 {fee 
ao General Electric ps YL a 
WARNEK, ROBERT G., ’40, former- al PO» Lie Se 

, 35 is ee ite tC : PL Le 

has a second lieutenant’s commission in “a a. CUM e a lca rrr 
the Signal Corps and is stationed at Fort Zz i ae AG x Wel ag 

Miners and Metallurgists LL — ig Ve Bohne 

ROSENTHAL, PHILIP, °35, former td 24 NAIM OR ae 
instructor in mining and metallurgy at Lhe Z : mS, & eo ee 

structo My 6 ee ae ¥ ps OS = ae 
Wisconsin, has accepted a position at “<a © ny yd eis” hi 5 PE a 

Fei ee ee Tpsite Before OS ne eS Ae onal 
leaving the university the Rosenthals be- 

came che parents of a new: enginedd it BOTH AMPCO-EQUIPPED! 
the person of Stephen Andrew Rosen- Sleek, 400-mile-an-hour fighting planes and ponderous earth-moving equip- 

thal, born May 23, 1941. ment, both are equipped with AMPCO METAL, that sturdy alloy of the alu- 

SEVERSON, LOYD J., °36, is in the ‘ b | Diff ‘cati Y; : : minum bronze class. Different types of applications, of course, but each de- 

U.S.A. following the completion of his pendent upon Ampco bronzes for protection against wear, impact, fatigue 
contract as chief engineer for Cia Huan- ond other trees of tal fail Airol ‘d , ’ 

chaca de Bolivia, Pulacayo, Bolivia, S.A. t f th yp di mera ravure. ip) anesane’ power shovels are only 
Mae Severson and their two children wo of the many diverse kinds of equipment regularly employing AMPCO. 

accompanied him home. The Seversons The range of uses of Ampco bronzes extends through all industry. The 

are contemplating returning to South wear-resistant qualities and high physical properties of the metal are rec- 

America in the near future. ognized by performance-conscious engi- 

OCKERSHAUSER, TOM E., 36, ex- MPco LITERATURE Available neers in key defense activities. 

ploration engineer for the Shell Oil Co., Al This versatile bronze has proven itself in machine 

Inc., called in Madison while on his va- AMPCO METAL, catalogue 22 tools, ordnance, aircraft, heavy machinery — 

cation. He has been transferred to the ‘Ampcoloy— Industrial Bronzes wherever @ bronze that.con “take tt’ is needed. 

Great Bend Kansas division of the same Catalogue: ea Atondinom fovesioste he when you have a metal prob- 

company. Ampco-Trode Me Rod jem. It is available in six grades of hardness and 

SMITH, ANDREW B., MS’41, has Bronze rel lachine ‘Teale physical Properties. Ask for Catalogue No. 22, 4 ‘1 

been promoted to the office of principal ao meaty Bushings and or specialized literature. 

marine surveyor, Chicago office of the Ee aaae — AMPCO METAL, INC. 
American Bureau of Shipping. Mr. Ampco Metal in Dies jepartment WE" Milwaukee, Wis. 

Smith is a graduate of the off-campus ‘Ampco Metal in Acid-Resistan 

Milwaukee course. Seni Lin Aircraft 
: i 

ETZKIN, JOE, °41, is employed iby eee Maral Centrifugal WN 

the U. S. Navy in cost determination mee asiltigs Ny 0 

work at Manitowoc, Wis. Ampco Metal in Heavy 
> 7 

SCHROEDER, ROBERT G., °41, is a Machinery - RM) 

trainee with the Shell Oil Co., Inc., at Ampco Metal in Gears - = oe 

Freer, Texas. he Mes ol Without An Ego 1 SD 
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SQUACHIIES a 4p AIRCRAFT ANNALS (Continued from Page 11) 

organizations of one sort or another, and the fact that 
they serve their apprenticeship in this same sort of or- by Den Niéles, m.e. 4A 
ganization and come to devote their entire efforts to its 
affairs, rather than to enter them after professional recog- British Engine in Curtiss 
nition elsewhere, as with medical or legal individuals. Te! first American built plane to be powered by those 

And furthermore, every profession should have its Rolls Royce “Merlin” engines which are being made 
secrets and mysteries; spread before the world that all by Packard, is the Curtiss Hawk P-40F. Quite a bit of 
may read, but truly grasped only by those who have lived furor was raised when the British engine was placed in 
the professional life; and these should be transmitted to our production schedules along with our own Allison, and 
the neophyte with due care, with reverence for their in- this will probably start the question once more—is it to 
herent worth, and in due time. Ritual and symbolism, replace the Allison—or to supplement it? 
secrecy and circumspection, were the ancient parapher- The P-40F is externally the same as the P-40D (pow- 
nalias which insured a proper seriousness in youth in ered with the Allison) as both engines are 12 cylinder, 
order that the impartation might be impressive. These V-type, liquid cooled. The plane itself is heavily armed 
have not wholly disappeared in the modern professions. with armor plating around the cockpit and motor, and 
Admission to the bar, the use of the title of doctor, and has leakproof tanks. 
similar customs and usages have a profound effect in PEO geen a . a 
ducing a professional consciousness. The engineering pro- _. : / La : 
fession is wholly without these aids, and its task of induct- _ >» u ga 
ing its neophytes into the true professional atmosphere is - : x ><. so Ne a 
thus rendered doubly difficult. a : Bt au. a6 j 

But does it matter after all? Are the things that engi- ‘ a a a 
neers do so vital that they must needs be approached in co S So . = oe 
the professional spirit? Most certainly it matters. And ae [4 2 o3 / |. 
most certainly the task is a professional one. The impact Ze 1 
of science is making a new world, and the engineer is in a cr 
the forefront of the remaking. He lights the way ina =~” ne ~ —— 
very literal sense. He brings people closer together for Courtesy Aero Digest 
better or worse, by facile communication and rapid trans- New Super Fortress 
portation. He temporarily disrupts the techniques of A new Boeing flying fortress is now being tested at 
whole industries, and thus alters the life habits of many Seattle. It is the latest of the series of B-17 models which 
people, in maintaining a continually rising standard of started more than half a decade ago and is called the living. He bores through the earth and under the sea, B-17E. 
and flies above the clouds. He builds great cities, and It is similar to the other fortresses in appearance except 
builds also the means whereby they may be destroyed. for the long tail fin which extends nearly half the length Certainly there never was a profession that needed the of the fuselage, and in general greater size. It is equipped professional spirit, if the welfare of man is to be preserved. with a blister type turret on top, and regular nose turret, 

—_—. and presumably has the same flush type turrets on the aft 
MATHEMATICS ... under sides. A stinger turret is included in the tail—a (Continued from Page’ 9) : — trick we learned from Britain. 
on the sidewalk to the design of loudspeakers and non- 
Euclidean geometry, from the path of a tack in an auto Messerschmidt Menace 
tire to the design of a roller-coaster down which one can Not to be left in the lurch (or the channel) by Britain’s 
coast in the shortest possible time (why not a straight new four cannon Hawker Hurricane, Germany has come 
line?). If you are interested in looking into some of these out with a new version of their Me. 109 series, the 109F. 
things you might like to sample some of the following This ship has a 20 mm. Mauser cannon with a reported 
books: rate of fire of 900 rounds per minute. The cannon is sup- 

Mathematical Snapshots by H. Steinhaus. plemented by two 7.92 mm. machine guns and a 550 lb. 
Mathematics and the Imagination by E. Kasner and J. bomb can be slung under the belly. 

Newman. The ceiling of the new ship has gone up to 40,000 feet, 
Biomathematics by W. M. Feldman. although it is doubtful if a pilot could operate at that 
Mathematical Methods in Engineering by T. von Kar- altitude without a pressurized cockpit or suit as the air 

man and M. A. Biot. pressure is too low to permit one to exhale easily. The 
Men of Mathematics by E. T. Bell. top speed at 21,000 feet is 380 m.p.h. 
Introduction to Mathematics by Cooley, Gans, Kline The tail fin has been cambered to help overcome pro- 

and Wahlert. peller torque, and a new recessed radiator cuts down the 
Number by T. Dantzig. resistance. 
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Good Soldiers! 00 oldlers! 

When the Country Calls, 

The Zine Industry Responds 

Tue Zinc industry cheerfully and willingly accepts its share in fulfilling the present pro- 

gram for National Defense, just as it has always, year in and year out, given prompt, capa- 

ble and efficient response when called upon to serve the needs of individuals and industry. 

The present emergency brings with it an unprecedented 

demand for Zinc. Directly and indirectly, the require- 

ments for National Defense involve the use of hundreds 

ZINC INDUSTRY of thousands of tons of this indispensable metal. At the 

IN same time, the civilian industry demand is constantly 

The essential part that Zinc increasing. 

plays in a multitude of impor- The real recognition and appreciation of the value of 

tant products should be under- the service which Zinc renders comes at times like the 

stood by every well-informed present. Back of the metal itself, is the great industry 

technician. The location of ore that produces it—the miners, the smelters, the fabrica- 
deposi 5 mini . 
leposits: and’ smelters; mining tors. All are bending every effort to meet not only the 

and smelting; important uses of oy . 
: . nation’s needs for Zinc, but also to cover current produc- 

Zinc, such as galvanizing, brass . ae . 
manufacture, die-casting, rolled tion for civilian use. Production has been raised to 

zinc, paint pigments and many record-breaking figures, and still the output increases. 

other applications—these are Consumers in every field are assured that the vigorous 

discussed in efforts being made by the industry to balance supply and 

“The Zinc Industry” demand will: be sustained. 

. Lo. The American Zinc Institute continues to offer its co- 
a “mine to market” outline in . . . . 
a2:page booklet form, Imper- operation to educational and extension agencies and 

tant data relative to the produc- welcomes opportunities to be of service. 

tion and consumption of Zinc 

are given in AMERICAN ZINC INSTITUTE 
“Facts About Zinc” INCORPORATED 

. 60 East 42nd Street, New York, N. Y. 
Copies of both of these book- 

lets will be sent upon request. 

* 
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STATIC gi 
(This ts the second in a series of articles introducing ; 5 hed R a MH F 
prominent personalities in the College of Engineering) | 7 Dj a “3 a er aa ' 

g 2 4 . | 
Q. Who are they? ‘ a 7) | 
A. No wise cracks, mister. They are the men who clean i, be ”, ae A i 

up after the L. & S. and Engineering students in the Edu- oS =, we ra oN | 
cation and Engineering Building and the E.E. Labs. . } i? a —_—— | 

Q. How do they like the job? ™ H , , . * isi 

A. The Duke, who has served for 14 years, says, | ad ee 7 a ‘ 

“Working with engineering students is a great pleasure. ii Q ‘ = - 5 
They are neat, clean, nice, and gentlemanly. I have no | ; .° ae - I 

love for L.&S. students, because there are too many i | te a ; 1 
women who want too much waiting on. I’d rather clean -. : iv 
up after engineering students anytime. More great, real 1 = ¢ 
worthwhile people graduate in engineering than ever grad- L 

uate in L.& S. It is a great pleasure to see the grads \ ’. eee: 
come back. They are real gentlemen.” fig Se 

The quiet and soft-spoken Irving Windal gets in his i Se 

two cents worth with, “They are a very pleasant bunch— : so 

both students and faculty.” —_ 
And the Dean of Janitors, 72-year-old David Wilson, 

adds, “I helped haul the material for the Old Engineer- . . . . 
2 ildi bi 40 55 Left to right (equipment excluded) —David Wilson, 
ing Building about years ago. Irving Windal and the Duke of Richmond. 

| | 7 Say WISCONSIN ENGINEERS 
| ee T H N K S 99 | | Your Patronage Is Heartily Appreciated 

| A | 
| Our LOW OVERHEAD 

. a | with FLOWERS | assures LOW PRICES 
| 

R BI L C | WE GIVE REBATES! 

entichler CNG G. 
| 230 STATE STREET BADGER 177 | Student Book Exchange 

| Flowers by Wire Service 712 Srare SrReer “Jerry” Beatie, Manager | 

| 

| Ask for | Ls | Esrapiseep 1905 
KENNEDY- 4 ge Cow va) 

ManstieL> AS” SOE PANTORIUM fe; ; 2 
Pure ya A ‘a | x io, VY Lh. |: _ COMPANY CLEANERS 

| Prod “ “ier by 
| roducts y A Ks iy | 

> fs Badger 1180 | . ] yey 8 
| fidget ‘Ss ay | 558 State Street ° 907 University Ave. 

| — _ _ | ) _ ee ee _| 
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STATIC (Discontinued ) 

Q. Do they ever earn their day’s pay? Deities 
A. There is one sure way to find out. Get a couple of I ak ah ae 

your fellow suckers and try cleaning three acres of floor 

space some evening. If you do a good job, the janitors 

claim that you should fill ten barrels with paper and dirt. 

But before you try it, spend an evening or two climbing LOOKS 

stairs. Carrying paper containers up and down the 97 A TAP QUITE SIMPLE 

steps in the Education and Engineering Building is no BUT 

picnic stunt, they say. Maybe you'll beg for an elevator, vee 
To make a good tap for a particular job 

too. 

Q. How do they do it? What is the driving force may require a special kind of steel, expen- 

which makes these men work so hard every night? sive automatic machines, milling machines, 

A. They are all married. accurate grinders that will finish threads to 

The following jokes are dedicated to these gentlemen, cimmensions much less nie aman a 

and not to their wives. and years of experience in heat treatment. 

eee These are some of the reasons why it pays 

Conversation between two members of a ski troop to look for the “G.T.D. Greenfield” trade 

readying for a furlough after six months of training in mark on taps and other threading tools — 

the barren northland. the mark of the oldest and largest company 

“Gee, it’ll sure be heaven getting back to civilization,” in the business. 

said the first soldier. “What is the first thing you are 

going to do?” GREENFIELD TAP AND DIE CORPORATION 

The second soldier pondered a minute. “Well,” he re- GREENFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS 

plied, “the second thing I’m going to do is take off these 

skis.” 
cai) 

- =. 7 ; « 

Engineer: Every ume L kiss you wt makes mea better TAPS - DIES + GAGES + TWIST DRILLS - REAMERS - SCREW PLATES - PIPE TOOLS 

man. 

Girl Friend: “Yeah, but why try to get to heaven in [7>——— — 7 

one night.” 

: e e 
“Well, Mary, now that we’ve struck oil, I want you to W 

have some decent clothes.” iscon Sin ' 

“Bill Jones, I’ve worn decent clothes all my life. Now | 

I’m going to dress like other women.” J ] 
:  sewe ry 

They tell of the girl who learned her virtues on her 

mother’s knee, and her vices in other joints. $ 
. | 75¢ to *7.50 

A farmer was once phoning a veterinarian. “Say, Doc,” 10% Federal Exeise Tax Additional 

he said, “I’ve got a sick cat. He just lays around licking 

his paws and doesn’t have any appetite; what shall I do @ Keys, key chains, bracelets, 
«ox 

for him? compacts, necklaces, etc. All 
“Give him a pint of castor oil,” instructed the vet. : . : 

: with a handsome Wisconsin 
Somewhat dubious, the farmer forced the cat to take a l A sj | k 

pint of castor oil. seal. 1g comp ete stoc 

A couple of days later the vet met the farmer on the modestly priced. 

street. | 

“How’s your sick calf?” inquired the vet. | 

“Sick calf! That was a sick cat I had.” 9 

“My God, did you give him a pint of castor oil?” 

“Sure did.” 

“Well, what did he do?” asked the vet. BOookK S H O P 

“Last I seen him,” said the farmer, “he was going over || 

the hill with five other cats. Two were digging; two were State at Lake Street 

covering up; and one was scouting for new territory.” 

(Continued on Page 28) — ee 
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STATIC AGAIN Town Gal: “You’re awfully bashful, Einar, aren’t you? 
A lady was eating dinner in a restaurant when a man Now look out, ’m going to scare you! (She kissed him.) 

came up to her said, “You look like Helen Brown.” Now you try to scare me.” 
The lady angrily replied, “You don’t look so hot in Engineer: “Boo.” 

that gray suit, yourself.” s 
° A clergyman visiting an army camp, asked a soldier: 

“We can’t have any fun this evening. All I have in my “Do you kneel down beside your bed every night and ask 
pocket is some small change.” Divine Guidance in your new life?” 

“Well, what do you think it takes to send my kid broth- “T don’t,” snapped the recruit. 
er to the movies? A five-dollar bill?” “And may I ask why not?” pursued the clergyman. 

® “Because I occupy the top bunk,” he explained. 
Two mosquitoes once lit on the features ° 
Of two fair and peroxided creatures. A young theologian named Fiddle 

When asked by what right, Refused to accept his degree, 
They replied, “We're not tight, For, said he, it’s enough to be Fiddle 

We’re just seeing the game from the bleachers.” Without being Fiddle, D.D. 
e e 

CO-ED’S LAMENT A colored preacher at the close of his sermon discov- 
Mother told me not to smoke—I don’t ered that one of his deacons was asleep. He said: “We 
Nor listen to a naughty joke—I don’t will now have a few minutes of prayer. Deacon Brown 
She made it clear I must not wink at handsome boys will lead.” 
Nor even think about intoxicating drinks—I don’t “Lead!” said Deacon Brown, suddenly awakening, “I 
Wild youths chase women, wine and song—I don’t just dealt.” 
I kiss no boys, not even one, ° 
I don’t know even how it’s done She was pensive when I met her, 
You’d think I wouldn’t have much fun— Sadness was on her brow. 
I don’t But my checkbook made her happy, 

° And she’s ex-pensive now. 
Senior: “This letter says my dachshund died.” ° 
Roomie: “Too bad! What happened?” “You brute, where did you kick that dog?” 
Senior: “He met his end going around a tree.” “Ah, madame, thereby hangs a tail.” 

| Try Owr 

This magazine is only (Fr Tickets, Programs, Letter- 
one of the products of our oe) heads, Envelopes, etc., are 
plant ... an example of pe handled with the same high 
ublication typography... LO; } it ip... p ypography VY quality craftsmanship 

ATTRACTIVE PRINTING @ ATTRACTIVE PRICES 

CAMPUS PUBLISHING CO. 
823 UNIVERSITY AVENUE TELEPHONE BADGER 1137 

] 
| 
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° 
Mile and a-half of Conveyor 

° 
lubricated by 

ee a) 29 
_ The Man who isn’t There! 

a oes ~ os 3 lr oe 
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7. A a ae ra 6/f wet Be , Wass 
Tee eS WN .  / en ee _ RRs 

@ Yes, 16,000 bearings at the Shasta Dam — gg _ \ engineer, you just cannot escape New 
\ 

roject, greased regularly by Yehoodi’s old \ Departure—because these finer anti-friction 
proj a ay \ gt 1 

man—the phantom of the operation. | oS ON bearings are used wherever shafts turn— 

Seriously, the sceret is New Departure | ue rs and nothing rolls like a ball in the Forged 

anti-friction bearings, self-sealed against ; or A Steel bearing. 

dirt and lubricated-for-life! : \ The whole absorbing story of anti- 

Just another “new departure” by New wm fa friction bearings is told in a beautifully 

Departure —another “famous first” by an eo a illustrated 112-page book we'd like to send 

alert company whose products are ideas as Ld you. Ask for “Why Anti-Friction Bearings.” 

all: ¢ arings. Beari: + et rn 
well as ball bearings. een New Departure, a Division of General 

If you are to become a _ mechanical and Motors, Bristol and Meriden, Connecticut. 
lubricated-for-life 
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GE Campus News 
‘2 construction. Though it sounds more compli- 

=<. y If cated, a double-flow turbine operates at higher 
‘ES WI / YI speed, weighs less, and occupies less space than 
@ ae AT. Ve a single-flow one. All these are distinct advan- 

q- =, = tages when the equipment has to be installed 
_ _ Sees) 2 in a ship, where space is at a premium. And in oe Y ff —* 8 times like these, when turbines must be turned ACY i out in a hurry, the smaller metal parts required 

~ represent an advantage in manufacture, too. 
MOSQUITOES DON'T General Electric, which has probably built 

LIKE RED LIGHTS as many naval and marine turbines as any 
opt Bae . : . other single manufacturer, is right now making 

OU! in Cleveland, Ohio, a group of eng! more of them than at any time in its history. 
neers and entomologists has been spending And by taking advantage of every engineering 

a lot of warm summer evenings sitting around and manufacturing advance, it is turning them 
under a_ string of colored lights. But any out on what approaches a mass-production 
passerby Ww ho got the impression that they had basis. 

joined the rocking-chair brigade would be very i a 
much mistaken. They were conducting a scien- BOX d 
tific experiment to determine what color lights —} 4, 
attract, and what repel, night-flying insects. / oe <? wall 

Results: mosquitoes and most other night- aa = 11 <= 

flying insects don’t like red lights, prefer blue. San 8 = fi 
But since red is not a very satisfactory color to ‘ ah xy e x i ( I Wha 
work under, the scientists suggest that if you SETS cornea a ’ aX tn A 

must work under a lamp outdoors, yellow light aa >) a / ee ‘caf 
provides the maximum advantages to human = [e vl ore * 
beings with the minimum attraction to insects. ck 

WANT A BOOKLET? 
a Zaye beer HANDED BUCKEYE N®& required reading in any course we ever 

p Ons EE ae, PLEASE” heard of. But if lightning should strikeyou 
ee \2 me ¢ \Y nee d a glad to ap ae you. 

p ‘i y fy € S his booklet explains the whys and wherefores 
\ AN) SSE AAS of lightning. Tells you how to recognize light- 
NA Veo / i] ning when you see it, how to catch it if you 

2A should want to take some home to play with, ete. 
In fact about the only thing missing is a “light- 

aaa ning” index to enable you to thumb to your 
S favorite passage in less time than it takes to 

say “blitz.” 
LEFT-HANDED BUCKETS And if you have just been on a textbook- 

[4 IKE the famous fellow who wanted a — buying binge, you may be interested in the fact 
left-hand monkey wrench, the young man that this 24-page pamphlet is free. 

at the window is perfectly in the right if the If you are interested, write to the General 
buckets he wants are the buckets for a steam — Electric Company, Dept. 124K, Schenectady, 
turbine. For a double-flow turbine for ship — N. Y., and ask for “The Story of Lightning,” 
propulsion has both right- and left-hand buckets. based on the work of Dr. Karl B. McEachron 

There’s an important reason for using this author of the book, “Playing with Lightning.” 
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